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ABSTRACT

Fractal block coding is a relatively new scheme for image compression. In this
dissertation, several ádvanced schemes are proposed based upon Jacquin’s fractal
block coding scheme. Exploiting self-similarity at different target block size levels is
proposed which allows the self-similarity in the image to be exploited further.
Smoother areas are coded with bigger target block sizes while fíne details are coded
with smaller target block sizes. More image parts coded at a higher coding level will
result in a lower bit rate. Removal of affine-block-wise self-similarity is proposed
which includes block-wise self-similarity as a special case. With the utilisation of affineblock-wise self-similarity, the library is substantially enriched which results in a higher
probability of coding a target block at a higher coding level.

A very fast multi-level fractal block coding scheme exploiting affine-block-wise self
similarities is proposed. In the fast coding scheme, self-similarity in the very local area
of the target block to be coded is exploited. By using affine-block-wise self-similarity,
local correlations are exploited to a much further extent. The number of library blocks
used for coding a target block is substantially reduced which results in very fast coding
scheme. The proposed fast coding scheme outperforms previous implementations of
the fractal block coding technique.

A hybrid fractal block coding and DCT scheme is proposed which codes a subsampled
image using fractal block coding techniques. The fractal codes are used to decode by
zooming to the original image size. The DCT technique is introduced to code the
residue image. The proposed scheme is better than the pure fractal block coding
scheme. The advanced fractal block coding schemes and the hybrid coder for still
images are also applied to video compression which also give some promising
simulation results.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction

Image compression is a rapidly evolving field with growing applications in science and
engineering. It is concerned with minimizing the number of bits required to represent
an image. The need for image data compression arises from the amount of
information contained in quality digital image data. Applications of data compression
are primarily in transmission and storage of information. Image transmissions are in
broadcast television, remote sensing via satellite, military communications via aircraft,
radar andsonar, videotelephony, teleconferencing, computer communications facsimile
transmission, and the like. Image storage is required for educational and business
documents, medical images that arise in computer pictures, satellite images, weather
maps, geological surveys, large image database and so on.

1.1 Image Raw Data Rates

Typical television images have a spatial resolution of approximately 512x512 pixels
per frame. A t

8

bits per pixel per colour channel and 30 frames per second, this

translates into a rate of nearly 180x10® bits/s. Depending on the application, digital

image raw data rates can vary from

105

bits per frame to

108

bits per frame or higher.

The large-channel capacity and memory requirement(See Table 1.1 & 1.2) for digital
image transmission and storage make it desirable to consider data compression
techniques.

Table 1.1 D ata volumes o f im age sources(in M illions o f Bytes)

Image Source

Data Volume
(Megabytes)
12.5 x 1 0 s

National archives
1

hour of television

28X103

Encyclopedia Britannica

12.5 x10s

Book(200 pages of text)

1.3

one page viewed as an image

.13

Table 1.2 Storage capacities(in MiUions o f Bytes)

Media
Human brain

Capacity
(Megabytes)
1,250,000,000
250,000

Magnetic cartridge

12,500

Optical disc memory
Magnetic disc

760

2400-ft magnetic tape

200

1.25

Floppy disc

2

1.2 Information Rates [89]

The raw image data rate does not however, necessarily represent its average
information rate, which for a source with L possible independent symbols with
probabilities p h

i = 0 , 1 ,2 ,...,L- 1 ,

is given by entropy

L- 1
H

—

^2

b its p e r s y m b o l

¿-o

According to Shannon’s n o is e le s s

c o d in g th e o re m

[71], it is possible to code, without

distortion, a source of entropy H bits per symbol using H + e bits per symbol, where
€

is an arbitrarily small positive quantity. Then the maximum achievable compression

C, defined by
a v e r a g e b i t r a te o f th e o r i g i n a l r a w d a t a j f i )
a v e ra g e b i t r a te o f th e e n c o d e d d a ta ( H + e )

is B /(H + e ) ~ B/H . Computation of such a compression ratio for images is impractical,
if not impossible. For example an N X M digital image with B bits per pixel is one of
L

=

2BNMpossible image patterns that could occur. Thus if p „ the probability of the

ith image pattern, were known, one could compute the entropy, that is, the
information rate for B bits per pixel N x M images. Then one could store all the L
possible image patterns and encode the image by its address - using a suitable
encoding method, which would require approximately H bits per image or H /N M bits
per pixel.

3

The entropy of an image can also be estimated from its conditional entropy. For a
block of N

with B bits per pixel and arranged in an arbitrary order, the

u0

Mh-order conditional entropy is defined as

h n

4

E -E

Piuv u v-"’uN-ùloZ # (ua\u v---’uN-ù

“o

where each

uh i =

probabilities. For

8

0

“w-i

takes

2

B values, and /?(■,•, ...) represent the relevant

-bit monochrome television-quality images, the zero to second-

order entropies (with nearest-neighbour ordering) generally lie in the range of 2 to

6

bits/pixel. Theoretically, for ergodic sequences,
as AT -* oo, H

n

converges to

H,

the per-pixel entropy. Shannon’s theory tells us that

the bit rate of any exact coding method can never be below the entropy H .

1.3 Image Coding Environment

A typical environment for image coding is shown in Figure 1-1. The digital image is
encoded by an image coder, also referred to as a

s o u rc e c o d e r.

The output of the

image coder is a string of bits that represents the source image. The channel coder
transforms the string of bits to a form suitable for transmission over a communication
channel through some form of modulation. The modulated signal is then transmitted
over a communication channel. The communication channel typically introduces some
noise, and provision for error correction is usually made in the channel coder to

4

compensate for this channel noise. At the receiver, the received signal is demodulated
and transformed back into a string of bits by a channel decoder. The image decoder
reconstructs the image from the string of bits. For human viewing, the reconstructed
image is typically displayed on a CRT monitor or printed out. In contrast to the
communication environment in Figure 1-1, no communication channel is involved in
applications of image coding for storage reduction. In storage reduction applications,
the string of bits from the image coder is stored in proper format on a recording
medium, ready for future retrieval. In this dissertation we are mainly concerned with
the coder and decoder.

The image coder in Figure 1-1 consists of three elements, shown in Figure 1-2. The
first and most important element is the transformation of the image to the most
suitable domain for quantization and codeword assignment. In essence, this element
determines what specifically is coded. Image coding algorithm classification is
introduced in the following section. The second element in the image coder is
quantization. To represent an image with a finite number of bits, image intensities,
transform coefficients, or model parameters must be quantized. Quantization involves
assignment of the quantization (reconstruction) levels and decision boundaries. The
third element in the image coder is assignment of codewords, the strings of bits that
represent the quantization levels.

5

Transmitter

Fig. 1-1 Typical environment for image coding

Fig. 1-2 Three major components in image coding
6

Each of these elements attempts to exploit the redundancy present in the image
source and the limitations of the display device and the human visual system. As a
result, the elements are closely interrelated.

1.4 Classification of Coding Algorithms

Image data compression methods can be broadly classified into four main categories
which are w a v e fo r m

c o d in g , tr a n s fo r m c o d in g , im a g e m o d e l c o d in g f r a c t a l im a g e c o d in g .

Other coding algorithms are mainly a hybrid based on these main categories. The
performance and complexity of coding algorithm vaiy greatly, depending on what
specifically is coded. We will briefly introduce each of the coding methods.

1.4.1 Waveform Coding

In waveform coding, we code the image intensity itself or some simple variation of
image intensity such as the difference between two consecutive pixel intensities. One
major advantage of waveform coding over transform coding and other coding methods
is its simplicity. Since the waveform itself is coded, the coders are very simple both
conceptually and computationally. Waveform coding techniques attempt to reconstruct

7

the waveform faithfully without detailed exploitation of information specific to a
particular class of signals, and can therefore be used in coding many different classes
of signals, such as images and speech. In addition, the bit rate reduction that can be
achieved by waveform coders is comparable to that of transform coders in applications
such as digital television, where high quality images are required. In applications such
as video conferencing and remotely piloted vehicles, where bit rate reduction is
important and some sacrifice in quality can be tolerated, waveform coders do not
generally perform as well as transform coders.

A coding of this kind is

d if f e r e n t ia l p u ls e c o d e m o d u la tio n ,

or DPCM [31,32]. We

assume that any adjacent pixel will tend to be near in brightness to its horizontal
neighbour. As we travel across the line, the coded image file is loaded with the
difference in brightness from one pixel to the next. Assuming that this change is never
to be more than, say, eight grey levels, the coded change value need only be three bits
long. Instead of storing the absolute brightness value of all pixels in an image, we
simply store the change in brightness as we go from one pixel to the next.

An artifact of this coding technique shows up when the change in brightness from one
pixel to the next is larger than eight grey levels. The DPCM method may require
several pixel distances to settle on the correct pixel brightness value after encountering
a sharp change. The effect of this phenomenon manifests itself as an apparent
horizontal low pass filtering of the image. By increasing the number of bits used to

8

describe the pixel-to-pixel difference, this effect may be minimized. However, the
improvement comes at the cost of data reduction efficiency.
•»

1.4.2 Transform Coding

In tr a n s fo r m

c o d in g ,

an image is transformed to a domain significantly different from

the image intensity domain, and the transform coefficients are then coded. Transform
coding techniques attempt to reduce the correlation that exists among image pixel
intensities more fully than do waveform coding techniques. When the correlation is
reduced, redundant information does not have to be coded repeatedly. Transform
coding techniques also exploit the observation that for typical images a large amount
of energy is concentrated in a small fraction of the transform coefficients. This is
called the

e n e rg y c o m p a c tio n p r o p e r ty .

Because of this property, it is possible to code

only a fraction of the transform coefficients without seriously affecting the image. This
allows us to code images at bit rates below

1

bit/pixel with a relatively small sacrifice

in image quality and intelligibility.

Among the existing transform based methods, those based on the DCT [33,34,35] are
the most widely used, both because of the decorrelative property of the DCT and the
existence of fast algorithms for computing the DCT, implemented in VLSI. However,
DCT coding methods suffer from the fact that the DCT is not local in the spatial

9

domain. To take advantage of the local spatial correlations in images, the DCT must
then be calculated over a number of separate regions, which leads to blocking effects
for very low bit rate transmission.

1.43 Image Model Coding

In

im a g e m o d e l c o d in g ,

an image or some portion of an image is modelled and the

model parameters are used for reconstructing the image. An image model coder can
be viewed as an analysis/synthesis system. A t the transmitter, the model parameters
are estimated from analyzing the image, and at the receiver the image is synthesized
from the estimated and quantized model parameters.

Image model coders [44-49] have the potential to synthesize intelligible images at a
bit rate substantially lower than that necessary for waveform or transform coders.
However, they are still at the research stage, and much needs to be done before their
use becomes feasible in veiy low bit rate applications, such as video telephones.
Developing a simple model capable of synthesizing intelligible images is not an easy
problem. In addition, estimating model parameters and synthesizing an image from
them are likely to be very expensive computationally.

10

1.4.4 Fractal Image Coding
ii

Fractal image coding has been attracting a lot of interest in recent years for low-bitrate image coding. The term 'fractal' was first coined by mathematician Benoit
Mandelbrot in 1977. His later book [1] has captured the scientific imagination, giving
an insight into many natural phenomena, from biology through physics to geology and
much more. Scientists have found that typical fractal shapes exhibit self-similarity.
Fractals are interesting because the images they generate are complex, can be
magnified ad infinitum, and are often very eye-catching.

Fractals are discovered as the fixed points of certain set maps [2]. They are generated
by the application of simple transformations on simple spaces. With Barnsley’s
IFS(iterated function system) [Chapter 2], we can generate fractal images with infinite
details. The inverse problem is how to find IFS codes which can generate a desired
image. Fractal image compression was first proposed by Barnsley and Sloan in [4].
According to Barnsley’s collage theorem with iterated function system [Chapter 2], it
should be possible to find IFS codes to encode any given black-and-white images.

In Barnsley’s fractal image compression, a digitized image is first broken up into
segments by image-processing techniques such as colour separation, edge detection,
spectrum analysis, and texture-variation analysis. They then look up these segments

11

in a library of fractals. The library doesn’t contain literal fractals; that would require
astronomical amounts of storage. Instead, their library contains relatively compact sets
of numbers which are IFS codes, that will reproduce the corresponding fractals.
Furthermore, the library’s cataloging system is such that images that look alike are
close together: nearby codes correspond to nearby fractals. This makes it feasible to
set up automated procedures for searching the library to find fractals that approximate
a given target image. Once all the segments in the library are searched and IFS codes
are found, the original digitized image could be thrown away. The codes are kept to
retrieve the original image.

Jacquin [9-13] has proposed f r a c t a l

b lo c k

coding which relies on the assumption that

image redundancy can be exploited through b lo c k s e lf - tr a n s fo r m a b ilit y . Arbitrary digital
greytone images are modelled as fixed points of contractive transformations on the
image space. The transformation coefficients are used to iterate successively from any
initial image to a fixed point which is close to the original image. Fractal block coding
is typically asymmetric. Coding is much more computationally costly than decoding
which results from the search effort while coding a target block. The computational
complexity of fractal block coding scheme is a major impedient for real-time
application. Beaumont [14-15] has investigated several implementation options to
improve coding efficiency.

0

ien, et al [2 0 ] proposed an improved technique which

finds the part of transformation coefficients by an optimisation technique to improve
coding efficiency. Research in the fractal block coding technique is the main concern

12

of this dissertation.

Monro and Dudbridge [16] propose a fractal approximation of image blocks. This
method uses system of affine transformations, which is a particular case of iterated
function systems. A least-squares approximation to a grey-scale fragment is used,
which is a particular solution to the inverse problem which seeks an IFS to describe
a given fractal. A block is encoded without searching, by tiling it with reduced copies
of itself using a least-squares criterion to derive an optimal mapping. Previously known
matching techniques used in fractal block coding are subsets of this generalized
method, which is called the Bath Fractal Transform (BFT). By introducing searching
for the best image region for application of the BFT, a hybrid of known methods [17]
is achieved. The efficiency of this method suggests that it is feasible for real time
applications such as fractal video. The method readily extends to data of higher or
lower dimensions, including time as in image sequences.

1.5 Dissertation Layout

In chapter 2, we introduce the mathematical foundation of fractal image coding.
Transformations on metric spaces are introduced. Particular attention is given to
contractive mapping on fractal spaces. It is explained what an iterated function
system(IFS) is, and how it can define a deterministic fractal. We will give some

13

examples to show Barnsley’s image coding idea with the help of the collage theorem
with the IFS. The optimisation problem of finding the minimum number of
transformations which gives reasonably good cover is presented. Finally we apply the
collage theorem with the IFS to image space which is the foundation theorem for the
fractal block coding technique.

In chapter 3, we will study the fractal block coding scheme proposed by Jacquin [9-13].
Simulations based on Jacquin’s fractal block coding scheme show that block-wise self
similarity in a natural image is not fully exploited while keeping the size of the target
block size fixed. A multi-level fractal block coding scheme is proposed in this
dissertation. The proposed scheme combines different target block size levels to
further exploit self-similarity within an image. This enables the coder to code an image
with different target blocks adaptively according to the level of complexity of the
image.

To achieve a low bit rate, we want more blocks to be coded at a higher coding level.
We propose a new library strategy removing affine-block-wise self-similarity which
includes block-wise self-similarity as a special case. With the new library strategy, a
target block has a better chance to be coded at a higher target block size level. Hence,
a low bit rate can be achieved with good subjective image quality.

Finally we propose a very fast coding scheme which substantially increases coding

14

efficiency. We abandon the library block search effort adopted in previous
implementations of fractal block coding[9-13,20]. Instead of searching through the
image library blocks, we just use the blocks that covers the target block as our library
block. The library block covering the target block frequently fails to provide a good
match which results in searching for a library block somewhere further from the target
block in the original image. However with affine-block-wise self-similarity, we can
make full use of local library block information to give us a good match. Since there
is no need to search for a library block in other parts of the image, bits previously
used for the address of the library block are saved. Therefore, this new coding scheme
not only drastically speeds up coding, but also brings down the bit rate for each target
block. Simulations have demonstrated that the new coding scheme is a very promising
scheme which brings the fractal block coding technique closer to practical realtime
application.

In chapter 4, the relation between image resolution and target block size is first
exploited. Coding a higher resolution image with a big target block size is equivalent
to coding a smaller resolution with a smaller target block size. This suggests a more
efficient way of coding higher resolution images. By combining fractal zooming with
the DCT, we propose an efficient codec for still image coding which can have a direct
application in the contemporary idea of layered coding to suit different bandwidth
requirements.
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Chapter 5 introduces the application of the still image codec presented in chapter 3
and 4 to video compression application. Good simulation results are achieved which
suggests fractal block coding technique may be useful in the area of video
compression. The motion prediction technique is found to be not practical for fractal
block coding.

Chapter 6 is the conclusion and discussion. The research achievement in fractal block
coding is summarised. Several schemes are proposed to improve the coding efficiency
further. We also discuss the possible direct combination with the object-oriented
analysis-synthesis codec [34,35] which is a very promising video codec for very low bit
rates.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Background

2.1 Introduction

In fractal image coding, arbitrary greytone images are modelled as fixed points of
contractive transformations on the image space. The transformation coefficients are
used to iterate successively from any initial image to a fixed point which is an
approximation to the original image. The number of bits used for the transformations
is much lower than that of the original image. The mathematical foundation of this
coding technique is rooted in iterated transformation theory. Thus it is essential for
us to have some basic knowledge of iterated transformation theory and some crucial
mathematical theorems which theoretically guarantee that the idea of image coding
by contractive transformation is achievable and practical. We will introduce the metric
space where fractals live. We will then lead the readers to the world of deterministic
fractals. Since fractal block coding is an extension of IFS(iterated function system)
image encoding, iterated function system image encoding is introduced in depth.
Finally we will introduce the collage theorem on image spaces which is the most
important foundation theorem for solving the inverse problem of image coding of
natural scenes. Most of the important definitions and basic theorems are presented
17

while only proofs for the most important theorems are provided. The following
sections are based on Hutchinson[3] and Barnsley[2].
u

2.2 Metric Spaces

2.2.1 Space and Metric Spaces

In fractal geometry we are dealing with the structures of subsets of different very
simple "geometrical" spaces. Such a space is denoted byiP. It is the space on which we
think of drawing our fractals; it is the space where fractals live. "Fractal" for us at the
moment is simply a subset of a space. Whereas the space is simple, the fractal subsets
may be geometrically complicated.

Definition 2.1

A space ‘P is a set. The p o in t s of the space are the elements of the set.

Example 1: IP = R2. the Euclidean plane, the coordinate plane of calculus. Any pair
of real numbers

p ltp 2

£

R determine a single point in R2.

Example 2: iP=C [0,l], the set of continuous functions which take the real closed
interval [0,1] into R.
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This definition does not imply the spatial relation of two points in the sense of
closeness. W e have t a quantify the notion of c lo s e n e s s and d iffe r e n c e by introducing a
measure so as to distinguish between different points.

Definition 2.2

L e tP be a space. The function <i:P x P -» R+ is a m e t r ic if it satisfies the following
conditions:
i)

V a,b G P ,

d ( a,b)

= 0 if and only if a = b.

ii) V a,b e P ,

d (a ,b )

=

d (b ,a .)

(symmetry).

iii) V a,b,c G P , ¿(a,c) < d(a,b) +

d (b ,c )

(triangular inequality).

Definition 2.3

A space P with a metric d is called metric space which is denoted by
Here is an example of metric space.

P = I 2

d 2- \ \ x x- y x n+ii^2 -y 2 ii
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( P ,d ) .

Both (P ,^ ) (P ,^ ) are metric space.

2.2.2 Sequences, Convergence, Completeness

A finite sequence

(X q^ j ^

—^

n -i

)

space P can be expressed as {*n;«=0,l,2,...,iV-l}.

The index« is sometimes called the rank of x n. An infinite sequence of points o fP can
be expressed as {*n; n=0, 1 , 2 , 3 , We use "sequence" to mean either a finite or an
infinite sequence. We now introduce some notions which relate to the possible
c lu s te r in g

of objects in an infinite sequence expressed as

{ x n}

for short.

Definition 2.4

A sequence {x n} in a metric space (P ,d) is called a
number

e > 0

, there is an integer TV >

d(xnTxm)

<

e for all

n ,m

>

C a u c h y sequence

if, for any given

so that

0

N.

In other words, the further along the sequence one goes, the closer together become
the points in the sequence. Although points are getting closer, it does not mean
points are approaching a point.
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Example 2: (C[0,1]^D) is a complete metric space, where D is defined by
D (f,s ) =

Max(

\f(s )

- S( j ) | : i S [0,1]).

>•

The sequence we are interested in this thesis has the form of {r“^ )} where x is some
initial point ofiP and r is a mapping from

‘P

to P . We call this kind of sequence an

iterated sequence and call r the iterated transformation.

Definition 2.7

Let
{ x n}

S

in

C iP be a subset of metric space
S

( P ,d ) - S

is

com pact

contains a subsequence having a limit in

if every infinite sequence

S.

2.2.3 Space of Fractals

We come to the ideal space in which to study fractal geometry. To start with, and
always at the deepest level, we work in some complete metric space, such as (R2,
Euclidean), which we denote by (P,d). But then, when we wish to discuss pictures,
drawings, "black-on-white" subsets of the space, it becomes natural to introduce the
space 9-C
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Definition 2.8

Let

( P ,d )

be a complete metric space. TheiHj^P) denotes the space whose points are

the compact subsets of CP, other than the empty se t

Definition 2.9

Let

(P ,d )

be a complete metric space, i G P , and B

E J -C ^ P ).

Define
d (x ,B )

Then

d (x ,B )

= M in { d ( x , y ) : y

& B }.

is the distance from the poin t* to the set B .

Definition 2.10

Let

(P ,d )

be a complete metric space. Let A , B GO-Cjp5).

Define
d (A ,B )= M a x {d (x ,B ):x G A } .
d (A ,B )

is the

d is ta n c e

from the set A and B E3-0JP).

Definition 2.11

Let

( P ,d )

be a complete metric space, then the
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H a u s d o r f f d is ta n c e

between points A

and B in 0-C(P) is defined by
h (A ,B )

= Max {

d (A ,B ), d (B ,A )

We refer to (p-G|!P),/i) as "the space of fractal". It is too soon to be formal about the
exact meaning of "a fractal". A t the present stage of development of science and
mathematics, the idea of a fractal is most useful as a broad concept. Fractals are not
defined by a short legalistic statement, but by the many pictures and contexts which
refer to them. For us any subset of (D-QtP),h) is a fractal. However, as with the concept
of "a space", more meaning is suggested than is formalized.

Theorem 2.2(The Completeness of the Space of Fractals)

Let (p5,^) be a complete metric space. Then (p-QP),/1) is a complete metric space.
Moreover, if {A

n

ED-Gp3)} is a Cauchy sequence then
A

- lim
n-°°

An

eM (P )

The above theorem is a very important theorem. Space of fractals

(p-0jP),/i)

is

complete metric space as long as (p3,^) is a complete space. Therefore we have the
space of fractals we are interested in (p-C(Mz,/i) is a complete space.

2.3 Transformations on Metric Spaces

Fractal geometry studies "complicated" subsets of geometrically "simple" spaces such
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as R2,R,C. In deterministic fractal geometry the focus is on those subsets of a space
which are generated by , or possess invariance properties under, simple geometrical
transformations of the space into itself. A simple geometrical transformation is one
which is easily conveyed or explained to someone else. Usually they can be completely
specified by a small set of parameters. Examples include affine transformations in R2,
which are expressed using

x

2

2

matrices and

2

vectors.

2.3.1 Contractive Transformations

Definition 2.11

Let

( P ,d )

be a metric space. A

t r a n s f o r m a t io n

on P is a function

r: P -» P ,
which assigns exactly one point r(x ) G P to each point x G P.
If
t

S

C X then

is

o n e - to - o n e

Function r is

r(S

) =

{t(x ):

x G S }.

if x,y G P with t(x ) = r(y) implies x = y .
o n to

if r(P) = P .

r is called invertible if it is one-to-one and onto: in this case it is possible to define a
transformation r: P -* P called the inverse of r, by r A(y) = x where x G P is the
unique point such thaty = r(x).
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Definition 2.12
Let r: P -> P be a transformation on a metric space. The f o r w a r d

ite ra te s

of r are

transformations

-

x , i o1
*0

-

t ( * ) , . . . , t°< b+1) -

x • Xl ~ T ^ o ) -

t ° t 0" -»

Xn*l -

t ( 0

fo r

n -0 ,1 ,2 ,...

* ( XJ)

Fig. 2-1 One step iteration

In order to work in fractal geometry one needs to be familiar with the basic families
of transformations in R, R2, and C. One needs to know well the relationship between
"formulas" for transformations and the geometric changes, stretchings, foldings, and
skewings of the underlying fabric, the metric space upon which they act. It is more
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im portant to understand w hat th e transform ations do to sets than how they act on
individual points. So, for exam ple, it is m ore u sefu l to know how an affine
transform ation in M2 acts on a straight line, a circle, or a triangle, than to know w here
it takes the origin.

W hen th e transform ation r on an iterated seq u en ce contracts distances, m uch can b e
said ab ou t th e behaviour o f the seq uence. W e n eed th e follow ing definitions.

D efin ition 2.13

A transform ation

r: !P -» P on a m etric space (P ,d) is called contractive or a

contraction m apping if there is a constant 0 < s < 1 such that
d (r(x ),T d (y)) < s • d(x,y) V x,y S P

A n y such num ber s is called a contractive fa cto r for r.

D efin ition 2.14

L et r b e a transform ation in P . A fixed p o in t o f r is a point x ’ in P that is invariant
under application o f r: i.e such

r ( r ’) =
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Theorem 2.3 [The Contraction Mapping Theorem]

L et r: iP -*> IP b e a contraction m apping on a com p lete m etric space (P,cL), then

r

p ossesses exactly o n e fixed p o in t xf e IP and m oreover for any p o in t x G iP, the
seq u en ce {ron(x): n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,...} converges t o x f. T h at is

lim x on(x) - xf

V x e IP

Proof. L et * 6 iP . L et 0 < s < 1 be a contractivity factor for r. T hen

d (x on(x),xom(x))

x° 'm-"l (x))

f o r a ll m ji - 0,1,2,...,

we have

d(x,xok(x)) £ d(x,x(x)) + d(x(x),xo2(x)) + ... +d(xk- \ x ) ,x ok(x))
¿ ( 1 + 5 + S 2 + ...+ S k-1) if( x ,T ( x ))

<;(! - s ) - 1dQc,x<$)

So substituting into th e previous equation w e now obtain
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d(Z°m{x )s°X x )) <L

d (x M x ))
1 -s

from w hich it im m ediately follow s that { f n(x)} is a C auchy seq uence.

S in ce X is com plete, this C auchy seq u en ce p o ssesses a lim it xf G X , and w e have

lim

? on( x )

-

xf

.

N o w w e shall show that x , is a fixed p oin t o f r.

S in ce r is contractive it is continuous and h en ce

\ ( x ) - T(lim Ton(x)) - lim T0 (n+1)(x) - xf .
n-oo

n-°°

Finally, can there b e m ore than o n e fixed point? Suppose there are. L et xf and yf be
tw o fixed points o f r. T h en xf = r(xj), yf = r(xf), and

d(xf ,y ) - d { \{ x ) ,z { y ) <. s-d(xf ,yf )

w h en ce (1 -s)d(xpyf) < 0, w hich im plies d(xfiyf) = 0 and h en ce xf = yf.
T his com p letes the proof.
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2.3.2 Contraction Mappings on the Space of Fractals

D efin ition 2.15

A (hyperbolic) iterated fu n ction system consists o f a com p lete m etric space (P ,d )
togeth er w ith a fin ite set o f contraction m appings w n: P
contractivity factors i n, for n = 1, 2, 3

-* P , with respective

N . T h e abbreviation "IFS" is u sed for "iterated

fu n ction system." T he notation for th e IFS ju st an n oun ced is {P: w D, n = l,2 ,...,N } and
its contractivity factor is

s = M a x {irt: n = l,2 ,...,N } .

T heorem 2.4

L et {P: w D, n = l,2 ,...,N } b e a hyperbolic iterated function system with contractivity fa cto r
s. T h e transform ation W: 0-QP) -*■ 3-Op5) d efin ed by

W{B) -

u w n(B)
n-1

for all B £ 3 -0 (P ), is a contraction m apping on th e com p lete m etric space Q -((P ),h(d))
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with contractivity factor s. That is
h (W (B )M Q ) ± S‘h(B,C)

for all B ,C E D-C(P). Its u n iq u e fixed point, A E 9 ^ P ) , obeys
N

A - W(A) -

u w n0 4 )

rt-1

and is given by A = I i m ^ « ^ “^ ) for any B E (Kip5).

D efinition 2.16

T h e fixed p o i n t s E CK(pP) described in the theorem is called th e attractor
o f th e IFS.

2.3.3 Affine Transform ations in Euclidean Plane

D efinition 2.17

A transform ation w: M2 - » R2 o f the form
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w ( x l ¿c2) - { a x : + b x 2

w here a,b,c,d,e and /

+ e, c x l + d x 2 + f }

are real constants, is called

a(tw o-dim ensional) affine

transform ation.

W e can also express th e transform ation in th e follow ing m atrix form which w ill give
us b etter understanding o f its fu n ction in R2.

t \
w (x ljc2 ) - w

a 1y

t \
- A x + t.

c dj \x7i
2/

x -'
\ 2/

where A -

( \
e

a b'
t S

d,

I

H ere A is a tw o-dim ensional 2 x 2 real m atrix and t is the colum n vector w hich w e
do n o t distinguish from the coordinate pair (e,f) G M2. Such transform ations have
im portant geom etrical and algebraic properties.

T h e m atrix A can always b e w ritten in th e form

'a b''

'lcos(a)

-r s in ($ y

,c d ,

Jlsin (a )

rcos( p) >

w here I is the scaling factor on x, r is the scaling factor on y, a is the angle o f rotation
on x, and (3 is the an gle o f rotation on y . e is the translation on x, and / is the
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translation o n y .

Such a representation-is always possible by setting:

I - <Ja2 + c2

a - arctan|—j

r - \jb 2 + d 2

ß - arctan|—

i.e (I,a) are th e p o lar co ordinates o f th e p o in t (a,c) and (r,(J3+v/2))
a re th e p o la r coordinates of th e p o in t (b,d). T h e lin ear tran sfo rm atio n

/ \
1*11

\

X-

(

-*

2V

N

A
h )

in M2 m aps any parallelogram w ith a vertex a t th e origin to a n o th e r parallelogram with
a vertex a t th e origin.

T h e g en eral affine tran sfo rm atio n w (x)

= A x + t in R2 consists of a linear

transform ation, A , w hich deform s space relative to th e origin, as described above,
follow ed by a translation o r shift specified by th e vector t w h ere e is th e tran slatio n on
x, a n d / is th e translation on y .

Definition 2.18

A tran sfo rm atio n w: R2 -*• R2 is called a similitude if it is an affine transform ation
having one o f the special form s

/ \
w
\ 2/

1

(rcos(a) -rsin(a)Yx1>

/ \
*1
w
\X,2/

for some translation
0

< a <

2v. a

( e ,f )

rsin(a)

rcos(ct)

rcos(a)

rsin(a) '

fa

w

♦

/sm (a ) -rco5,(a )>W

S R2, some real number r /

0

, and some angle a,

is called the rotation angle while r is called the s c a le f a c t o r or s c a lin g .

The linear transformation
/ \
*i

is a

H
w

/ \
cos(a) -sin(a)' [*i
ksin(a) cos(a) , W

r o t a t io n .

The linear transformation

W
\Jt,

i1
IN
lo -ijw

is a reflection.

Definition 2.19
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T h e affine transform ation is specified by six re a l num bers. G iven an affine
transform ation, one can always find a nonegative n u m b er s so th a t

\\d(x),d(y) II * S'ix-y\\

fo r Vr,y e R2

W e call th e sm allest n u m b er s so th a t this is tru e th e Lipschitz constant fo r w.
H e re

M -

\ j x 2 + x 22

Such an affine transform ation is called contractive if s < 1, an d it is called a symmetry

||w(x)-w(y)|| -

\\x

- y||

fo r

V x ,y

e R2

It is expansive if its Lipschitz constant is g re a ter th an one.

2.4 Deterministic Fractals Generated by IFS

So fa r we have discussed a b o u t all th e basic know ledge a b o u t m etric space and about
fractal spaces. H ow ever n o t a single fractal is p resen ted n o r is a definition of fractals
given.
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A ccording to m athem aticians, th e definition of a ’fractal’ should b e reg ard ed in th e
sam e way as th e biologist regards th e definition o f ’life’. T h e re is n o h a rd and fast
definition, b u t ju st a list of p ro p erties characteristic of a living thing, in dependently of
th e environm ent. M ost living things have m o st of th e characteristics on th e list,
th o u g h t th e re are living objects th a t are exceptions to each o f them . In th e sam e way,
it seem s b e st to re g a rd a fractal as a set th a t has certain p ro p erties, ra th e r th an to
look fo r a precise definition which w ill alm ost certainly exclude som e in terestin g cases.
F rom th e m a th e m aticia n ’s p o in t o f view, this approach is n o b a d thing. It is difficult
to avoid developing pro p erties o f dim ension o th er th an in a way th a t applies to
’frac ta l’ an d ’n o n -fractal’ sets alike. F o r ’n o n -fractals’, how ever, such p ro p erties are o f
little in te re st - they are generally alm ost obvious and could b e o b tain ed m o re easily
by o th e r m ethods.

A fte r enjoying th e beauty of determ inistic fractals, you m ight w atch at your
surrounding n a tu re w ith a totally d ifferen t perspective an d com e to realise th a t fractal
geom etry is really th e geom etry o f n atu re.

W e restrict o u r a tte n tio n to hyperbolic IFS o f th e form {R2; wn; n = 1,2,3,...,N}, w here
each wn is an affine transform ation

which takes R2 into R2, together with a set of probabilities
{p„; n = l,2 ,...N }
where each p t

> 0

and

P i + P 2 + P s+ ~ + P

n

=

1-

Definition 2.20

L eti„ denote the Lipschitz constant for
code obeys the

w„

for each n = l,2,...,N . then we say the IFS

a v e ra g e c o n tr a c tiv ity c o n d it io n

if

Definition 2.21

An IFS code is a hyperbolic IFS
{R2;

w n,p n; n = l,2 ,...,N }

such that the average contractivity condition is obeyed.

Since each

is decided by a group coefficients, the IFS code can be efficiently

expressed in the following table form:
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Table 2.1 IFS codes table format:
w

a

b

c

d

e

f

P

1

ai

bx

Cl

di

ei

fl

Pi

2

a2

Cz

d2

e2

u

P2

M.

...

°N

dN

b2

• ••

N

aN

bN

Pn

eN

There are two algorithms for the generation of IFS attractors. One is a random
iteration algorithm and the other is a deterministic algorithm.

1. Random iteration algorithm

Let {P; \V ],w 2,w 3,...,w N} be a hyperbolic IFS, where probabilityp t
to

wi

for i= l,2 ,...N , where
P i +P2+P3+ —+Pn =

1-

C h o o s e £ ! P and then choose recursively, independently,

f o r n - 1 2 ,3 ,.. .,
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>

0 has been assigned

w here th e probability of th e event x n = W;(xn-1) is /?,•. T h u s co n stru ct a sequence
{xn; n = 0 ,1,2,3,...} contained iniP.

Fig.2-2 F eedb ack m ach in e o f fortune w heel

D iffere n t tran sfo rm atio n s are ap p lied a t different frequencies. If each affine
transform ation is applied at exactly e q u al probability, w e will have th e determ inistic
algorithm . T his algorithm is graphically explained by Fig. 2-2.
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2. Deterministic algorithm

Let {P;

w 1,w 2,w 3,...,w N}

be a hyperbolic IFS. Choose a compact

Then compute successively^" =

s e tA 0

£ R2.

according to

W oa( A )

N
A n+1

" i-1
UW. W

f° T

»“ 1 A -

Thus construct a sequence {/4n} which converges to the attractor of the IFS in the
Hausdorff metric.

When the probabilities are distributed properly, the chaos algorithm has much faster
convergence speed than deterministic algorithm. We will give some demonstrations of
the deterministic algorithm. All fractals generated in this section are deterministic
fractals.

The first deterministic fractal we are going to introduce here is the famous Sierpinski
triangle. By applying the same IFS codes(Table 2.2) on two different initial images
we get an exactly same attractor. The attractor is called the

S ie r p in s k i tr ia n g le

which

was named after the famous Polish mathematician Waclaw Sierpinski(1882-1969). We
should notice that we can find copies of the whole Sierpinski triangle near every point
of it. The triangle has intricate infinite detail. It is composed from small but exact
copies of itself. So the Sierpinski triangle is called strictly self-similar. The attractor
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is invariant under the IFS codes which generate it.

Figure 2-3 is an approximation of the Sierpinski triangle because of the limitation of
our graphical resolution. A real Sierpinski should have infinite details. If you pick up
any small triangle and zoom it up, it still has infinite details. There are infinitely many
points and the organization is so complicated that there is no way we can describe this
set by specifying each point. Instead it can better be expressed in terms of relations
between pieces. Actually this Sierpinski triangle is generated by three affine
transformations listed in Table 2-2. The iteration towards infinity shown in Figure 2-4
and Figure 2-5 gives us a Sierpinski triangle with infinite details.

Table 2.2 IF S code fo r Sierpinski triangle:

w

a

b

c

d

e

f

P

1

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0

.333

2

0.5

0

0

0.5

.5

0

.333

3

0.5

0

0

0.5

.5

.5

.333

e

f

Table 2.3 IF S code fo r a Barnsley fern:

w

a

b

c

d

1

.849

.037

-.037

.489

.075

.183

2

.197

-.226

.226

.197

.400

.049

3

-.150

.283

.260

.237

.575

-.084

4

0.5

.0 0 0

.0 0 0

.160

.500

.0 0 0
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Fig. 2-3 Picture of the Sierpinski triangle
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Fig. 2-4 Generation of Sierpinski triangle with square as
starting point
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Fig. 2-5 Generation of the Sierpinski triangle with circle as
starting point
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Another deterministic fractal is the Barnsley fern which is shown in Figure 2-6 with
IFS codes in Table 2.3.
ikn

In case of the fern, a smaller fern is an exact copy of the whole fern, however, that is
not the case for the stem. A stem is not similar to the whole fern but we can interpret
it as an affine copy which is compressed to a line. The attractor is not strictly self
similar but self-affine.

These demonstrations of deterministic fractals help us to understand the contraction
mapping theorem more intuitively. For a hyperbolic IFS, the attractor is unique
starting from any compact subset.

According to the deterministic fractals we have seen,

we can summarize some

properties of deterministic fractals as follows:

1.Has infinite intricate details at infinite magnifications.

2.Has self-similarity which means a fractal looks very much the same
however much you magnify it.

3.A small group of fractal codes can generate geometrically complicated
fractals. Conversely a geometrically complicated fractal image can be
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compressed to a small amount of codes.

2.5 Solution of an Inverse Problem for Fractals

We have already noticed the amazing fact that a handful of IFS codes can generate
geometrically complicated images with infinite details. In term of image data
compression, these fractal IFS codes have substantially low information rate compared
to the information they render. It is natural to ask whether it is possible to generate
any desired image by IFS codes. If the IFS codes have a lower information rate, then
we can reach our aim of image compression by keeping the codes instead of the
original image. This inverse problem is partly solved by the important Collage theorem
which we will introduce in depth in this section. The collage theorem provides us with
general foundation of how to create the IFS for black-and-white natural images.

2.5.1 Collage Theorem

Theorem 2.5 (Collage theorem)
Let

(P ,d )

be a complete metric space. Let r: IP

contractivity factor 0 <

s <

-*

P be contraction mapping with

1, and let the fixed point of r be

Then
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xf E

P.

dixjc)
r

for V

l-s

x g

T

Proof:
The distance function

d (a ,b )

for fixed

a

G X is continuous in

b E

X.

Hence
dix*} - d(x,limx^Cx))
- limd(x,T""(x))
n

- lim £

s linui(x,T(ac))(l + s +

s2 +...+sn~1)

1 -s

This completes the proof.

The above Collage theorem is the foundation theorem for fractal image coding. It can
be directly applied to IFS as follows:

Theorem 2.6 (Collage Theorem for IFS) [Barnsley [3]]

Let

(P ,d )

be a complete metric space. Let L

Choose an IFS {P;

w 1,w 2,...,w N}

E

H(X) be given, and let

with contractivity factor 0 <

so that
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s <

1,

e

> 0 be given.

N
h (L ,

u wn(L)) s e
n-1

where h(d) is the Hausdorf metric. Then

h (L , A )

i -5 1-5

where A is the attractor of the IFS.

Equivalently,

u w n( L ) )
h ( L , A ) <: ------ ^ -------1 -iS
h (L ,

fo r

V i e tf(P )

The collage theorem for IFS is crucial for the idea of fractal image coding which
throws some light on the construction of IFS codes. Basically, what the theorem says
is that if you can take some picture, or portion of a picture, and, by performing affine
transformations, end up with smaller (possibly distorted) versions of the original
picture which can be placed so that they fill in the original picture without very much
overlap and without running very far outside the original picture boundaries and
without leaving much of any blank space, then by using these same affine
transformations in the deterministic algorithm you can produce a good representation
of the original picture.
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From the collage theorem we should notice the final attractor is the union of affinely
distorted copies of the original, which has global self-similarity. Images which have the
property of global self-similarity can be efficiently encoded by IFS.

Theoretically speaking, we can use IFS to encode any black-and-white image. In an
extreme case we can transform an image to cover a single point. In the attempt to
produce as accurate a collage as possible, there is a second goal that hinders
exactness, namely the coding should also be efficient in the sense that as few
transformations as possible are used. The definition of an optimal solution to the
problem must thus find a compromise between quality of the collage and efficiency.
The automatic generation of collages for given target images is a challenging topic of
current research.

The collage game is just one example of an entire class of mathematical problems
which goes under the category of optimization problems. Such problems are typically
very easily stated but are often very difficult to solve even with high-powered, super
computer technology and sophisticated mathematical algorithms.

We shall show examples of IFS encoding of two classical shapes: triangle and circle.
Given a triangle and connecting the middle points, we get four smaller triangles which
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are similar to the original triangle. By choosing the four affine transformations listed
in Table 2.4, we can cover the triangle perfectly. Comparing Table 2.4 with Table 2.2,
we notice that we just add one extra transformation to that of IFS codes for Sierpinski
triangle. Without the extra transformation which covers the middle, we will have
another Sierpinski triangle instead of a triangle we want. By Theorem 2.6, these IFS
codes should generate an exact triangle.

Our next example is the coding of a circle. A circle can be comprised of nine globally
self-similar pieces. Eight transformations cover the edge parts, with one transformation
covering the middle part. Table 2.5 are the transformations used to code the circle.
The decoded one in Figure 2-8 is nearly a perfect approximation to the original circle.
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Fig. 2-7 Coding of classical triangle
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Table 2.4 IFS codes for a triangle:
w

a

b

c

d

e

f

1

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0

2

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

3

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.25

0.5

4

-0.5

0

0

-0.5

0.75

0.5

Table 2.5 IF S codes fo r a circle:
w

a

b

c

d

e

f

1

.240

-.206

.096

.500

.342

.143

2

.240

-.206

-.096

-.500

.342

.143

3

-.240

.206

.096

.500

-.342

.143

4

-.240

.206

-.096

-.500

-.342

.143

5

.096

.500

.240

-.206

.143

.342

6

-.096

-.500

.240

-.206

-.143

.342

7

.096

.500

-.240

.206

.143

.342

8

-.096

-.500

-.240

.206

-.143

.342

9

.500

0

.500

0
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0

0

Fig. 2-8 Coding of classical circle
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These two examples show us that if images have global self-similarity, it should be
possible to find IFS codes for them. Most natural scenes do not possess the property
of global self-similarity which makes it very difficult to find the IFS codes. By
enlarging the natural images we notice that natural images possess piece-wise self
similarity. The fractal coding algorithm we are interested in is to exploit block-wise
self-similarity in natural images. Instead of looking for global self-similarity, we will
look for block-wise self-similarity which is a practical way of coding natural images.

2.6 Collage Theorem on Image Space

Let

( P ,d )

denote a metric space of digital images, where

measure, and le t p be an original image to be coded. The

d

in v e rs e

is a given distortion
problem of iterated

transformation theory resides in constructing an image transformation T defined from
the space

( P ,d )

to itself, for which p is an approximate f ix e d

p o in t .

Theorem 2.5 (Collage theorem on image space)

Let (P,d ) be a complete metric space of digital images, where d is a given distortion
measure and let p be an original image to be coded. Let r: CP -> CP be contraction
mapping with contractivity factor 0 < s < 1, and let the fixed point of
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t

be p f

6

CP.

Then

d ( x jc )

r

<;

1 -5

fa r

Vx e?

The collage theorem on image space states that for a given point
mapping

T,

the fixed point P f will be close to the point p

is not too close to 1,

Tp

is called the

c o lla g e

U p

and

Tp

p

and a given

are close, and s

of p .

The task lies in finding the c o n tr a c tiv e transformation T , which means that there exists
an s G [0 , 1 ) such that
d (T (p ), T (q ))

<

s - d ( p ,q )

If the transformation information
original image

p,

T

holds for any pair

( p ,q )

in CP.

has a lower information rate than that of the

image compression can be achieved. In the next chapter we will

introduce application of collage theorem to a fractal block coding technique.
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Chapter 3.
Fractal Block Coding Technique

3.1 Introduction

Barnsley and Sloan first proposed image encoding by IFS. According to the collage
theorem on the image space, image compression can be achieved on condition that
we can find a contractive transformation on image space which has a lower
information rate that of the original image. However, it is a very challenging
undertaking to find such transformations. Under the guidance of Barnsley, Jacquin [913] proposed a fractal block coding technique which relies on the assumption that
image redundancy can be exploited through

b lo c k s e lf - tr a n s fo r m a b ilit y .

Arbitrary digital greytone images of natural scenes are modelled as fixed points of
contractive transformations on the image space. The transformation coefficients are
used to iterate successively from any initial image to a fixed point which is close to the
original image.

An improved technique in [20] finds the optimized transformation coefficients which
improves the coding performance by solving linear equations, thus the coding
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efficiency is improved.

In previous implementations of fractal block coding, block-wise self-similarity is used
to removein redundancies among images of natural scenes to be coded. A multi-level
fractal block coding scheme is proposed in this thesis which exploits affine-block-wise
self-similarity at different levels. We extend the block-wise self-similarity to affineblock-wise similarity which significantly enriches the library and improves the coding
fidelity. We can achieve a much lower bit rate with good image subjective quality.

In this chapter we also present a very fast coding scheme. The scheme abandons the
use of a large number of library blocks. Only the library blocks that cover the target
blocks are used. With the introduction of affine-block-wise self-similarity, local image
correlations are fully exploited. The simulation results show that the proposed fractal
coder is very promising and brings fractal block coding closer to being symmetric.

3.2 Design of Fractal Block Coding System

Fractal block coding is a block based coding method. In this section we will discuss the
detailed design and implementation of fractal block coding. A pseudo code of our
proposed algorithm is provided.
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3.2.1 Image Partition Strategy

Given an image p of natural scenes with size of N

xN ,

we first partition it into non

overlapping square blocks of two different sizes, thus forming a
p a r titio n .

Smaller size B x B blocks are referred as

coded. Larger size

D xD

blocks are referred as

ta rg e t b lo c k s

lib r a r y b lo c k s

used to search through when coding each target block.

D B

tw o - le v e l s q u a re

from p which are to be
also from p which are

is empirically chosen as

2 :1.

We seek to exploit similarities between each target block and library blocks under
Jacquin’s assumption that images are block-wise self-similar.

3.2.1.1 Multi-Level Target Blocks

According to the image to be coded, a target block size is chosen to trade image
quality against compression ratio in previous implementations of fractal block coding.
Usually a target block size of 8 x8 is chosen in a high resolution image and 4x4 is
chosen in coding a low resolution image. The bigger the target block size, the more
fine details are lo st Because of the fixing of the target block size, self-similarity at
higher levels is not exploited. Images of natural scenes should have self-similarity at
different scales. We propose a multi-level scheme which always attempts to exploit
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self-similarity at the highest possible level. If a block fails to be coded at a higher
level, it will be coded at a lower level. By exploiting image self-similarity at different
levels, we can achieve a higher compression with good subjective image quality.

In the multi-level fractal block coding scheme, we first set the minimum target block
as

m in jiz e

X m in jiz e ,

and the maximum target block as

2 Nm in _ s iz e X 2 nm i n j i z e .

The n^ level of target blocks consists of target blocks whose size is 2 nm in _ s iz e x
2 Dm in _ s iz e .

Thus we have coding levels ranging over 0,1,2,...,N-1,N. For example, target

block sizes of 4x4, 8x8, 16x16, 32x32, correspond to coding levels 0 up to 3, where
the minimum target block size is set to 4x4.

An error threshold is set for each higher level except the lowest level corresponding
to the smallest target block size. The biggest and the smallest target block size,
together with all the error thresholds, are free parameters depending on the nature
of the application and quality desired. Coding is implemented, starting from the
highest level which has the largest target block size, down towards the lowest level
with the smallest target block size. Hence, coding is realized in a way that smoother
areas are first coded with larger blocks while areas with finer details are coded with
smaller block size at the lower levels. Therefore, a lower bit rate could be achieved
with good subjective quality.
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3.2.1.2 Generation of Library Blocks

In previous implementations of fractal block coding, library blocks are generated from
a uniform non-overlapping partition. This is equivalent to moving a window of library
block size vertically and horizontally across the whole image at the step of target block
size or library block size. If the target block size is chosen as 4 x 4 , then we have
library blocks of size

8

x 8 . After the partition, we intend to exploit block-wise self

similarity between target blocks and library blocks.

Fractal block coding is a lossy scheme. The coding fidelity heavily depends on the
finding of a library block which could be transformed to cover the target block well.
However, in our simulation we find the scheme frequently fails to find a library block
which can be transformed to cover the target block well enough after an exhaustive
search through all the library blocks. Image parts with fine details, especially sharp
edges, are difficult to code resulting in annoying "staircase" effects.

To overcome this limitation, we extend block-wise self-similarity to

a ffin e - b lo c k - w is e

self-similarity. Image redundancies are removed by exploiting affine-block-wise self
similarity. The library blocks are not required to be square blocks, but they can be
affinely distorted square blocks. With our proposed scheme, a much richer library is
obtained. Therefore, the probability of finding good matches is significantly increased.
Images coded by the proposed scheme can have better subjective quality.
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Instead of moving all of these different shaped windows across the whole image for
the generation of these additional library blocks, we create these shapes of library
blocks at the time of coding. They are simply the affine transformed shape of the
square library blocks after the initial blockwise partition. The information needed
about this new library block is the address of the square library block and the index
of its associated affine transformation.

After creating the initial non-overlapping square blocks as library blocks, each library
block undergoes several designated affine transformations which includes rotations in
x direction, y direction or both directions. Thus the similarity of searching block-wise
self-similarity is extended to affine-block-wise self-similarity.

3.2.1.3 Choice of Affine Shapes

By taking into account different orientations of square library blocks, the library is
substantially enriched, thus increasing the chance of finding a library block with the
best match at a higher level. However, because of the introduction of more shapes of
library blocks, extra bits are needed to describe these shapes. According to Table 3.2,
extra bits are needed to describe the affine transformation of the square library block
we introduce. However, the cost of few more bits can be offset by the gain that more
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blocks are coded at higher target block levels.

With the introduction of affine-shape library blocks, more searching effort is needed
for each target block. We can have the option of not using these different shaped
library blocks if a satisfactory match is found. Another possible strategy is that we use
them for fine tuning after the best block-wise self-similarity is found instead of using
all the affine library blocks. Thus the increase in computation is not as significant

To improve coding efficiency, we need to further investigate the frequency of the
occurrence of each affine-shapes. We first try out all the combinations of rotations in
x and y. We have carried simulations to cover most combinations of x and y and we
choose rotation angles in x and y directions as follows:

x directions { 67.5 45.0 22.5 0 -22.5 -45.0 -67.5 }
y directions { 67.5 45.0 22.5 0 -22.5 -45.0 -67.5 }

By having all the possible 49 combinations, we can see the frequency of the usage of
these affine shapes.
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Table 3.1 Frequence o f the usage o f 49 affine shapes (percent %)
al: 22.5 degrees

a2: 45.0 degrees

a3: 67.5 degrees

a3

a2

al

0

-a l

-a2

-a3

a3

4

2

2

3

1

0

0

a2

1

1

1

3

2

1

0

al

1

1

1

1

4

2

1

0

3

2

3

5

2

1

1

-a l

1

2

5

5

1

1

1

-a2

3

1

2

3

1

1

2

-a3

6

3

2

4

2

1

2

From above Table 3.1, we notice that the usage frequencies of the combinations are
quite diferent from each other. Some of them are more frequently used than the
others. We then carried some simulations to show the relationships of number of
shapes, coding efficiency, coding quality and entropy.
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Table 3.2 Relations o f frequency, entropy and PSNR
Usage Frequency from
>4%

>2 %

ALL

6

13

23

49

Top

Table(3.1)

6

Number of Affine
Shape Used

0

Entropy

1 .0

2.35

3.24

3.82

4.54

PSNR(dB)

31.94

32.41

32.62

32.76

32.79

Note: throughout this thesis, all the entropies reported are calculated according
to the formula in

1 .2

by using the frequencies of occurrence.

In Table 3.2, the first column of data represents the case of affine shapes not used.
We can see that the more affine-shapes introduced, the better the image fidelity at the
cost of more bits and more computational effort. By listing the 49 affine shpaes in
decending frequency order, we can trade coding efficiency against fidelity by using
different number of affine-shapes at the top of the list.

All our simuations in the following will use the six affine-shapes which are used most
freqently. The top six chosen are:
(-67.5, 67.5), (-22.5,22.5), (-22.5,0),
(22.5 ,-22.5), (-67.5 ,0.0), (67.5,7.5).
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3.2.2 Construction of Transformation Codes

To exploit the similarities among

ta rg e t b lo c k s

and

lib r a r y b lo c k s ,

we allow the

following transformations on a library block:
1) Affine transform

lib r a r y b lo c k s

to the shape of a square block:

d - A{d)

2) Scale to the size of the

ta rg e t b lo c k :

d -* S(A(d))

3)

S (d )

is isometrically transformed during which pixels are shuffled

without changing the norm.
S04(4)) - G ( S ( A m

4). Greytone is scaled by a real factor:

G (S (A m - a -G(S(A(d)))

5). and added to a simple greytone translation:

<t-G(S(A(d))) - a-G(S(A(d)))+t
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These transformations of a library block are also described in Figure 3-1.

Isometric transformations which simply shuffle pixels within a library block are called
isometries. The following is a list of eight canonical isometries of a square block s with
size n x n .

1) Identity:
= su
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2) Orthogonal reflection about the mid-vertical axis ( j
( / f 5)«

=

=

( B - 1)/2)

of the block:

Si,B-l-j

3) Orthogonal reflection about the mid-horizontal axis (/ =

( B - 1)/2)

of the block:

(-^2S)y =

4) Orthogonal reflection about the first diagonal (/ =
( ^ ) i ,

=

j)

of the block:

hi

5) Orthogonal reflection about the second diagonal

( i + j

= B -

1) o f the

block:

6

) Rotation around the centre of the block, through + 90 degrees:
=

sj,B-i-i

7) Rotation around the centre of the block, through +180 degrees:
{I^X j ~
8

S B -H B-l-i

) Rotation around the centre of the block, through -90 degrees:
(^ 7 y) y

=

SB-l-ij

Although these eight isometries are unique, the usage frequencies are significantly
different We will discuss this further in 3.6.

These transformations can be used to define a transformation T: IP -*■ iP . By
associating with each target block

in p a transformation such that the

Tjj is given by
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( k ,l)

block in

J

we can define

T

a -G ^S id ^+ ty i f (ij)-(k,l)
| o
otherwise

in a blockwise manner,

t-

£ ±

tu

t-1 1-1

and obtain

f o r a U k J e {1,...,71}

The coding of each target block
compute

a

and

t,

( k j)

is to choose the library and isometry, and to

such that the distance

d (p ,T p )

is minimized.

From above scheme, we can notice that each target block is to be covered by a
transformed library block which is a good approximation. If we have target blocks
overlapped, the overlapped parts will be covered by multiple transformed library
blocks. A s long as each target block is well covered by a transformed library block, the
overall transformation on the original image will be a good approximation to the
original image. The overlapped parts will have multiple values because they are
covered by multiplue transformations. However, this will not affect the decoding
procedure. The reason is that only the last transformation dominants the value of an
overlapped part. Values of the rest of transformations will be overwritten by the last
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dominant transformation, therefore we will have a unique decoded image.

Simulations were carried out 352x288 "Miss America" at level 8 x 8 to compare nonoverlapping with overlapping partitions of target blocks. We achieve a bit rate of 0.30
bpp at a PSNR of 34.15 dB with 1584 non-overlapping target block partition. We have
a bit rate of 0.86 bpp at a PSNR of 34.15 dB with 6177 overlapping target blocks.
We can notice the obvious efficiency advantage of non-overlapping partion. Those
overlapped parts are repeatedly coded which costs extra bitrate and time. This is the
reason why we should chose all the target blocks non-overlapped. By reducing the
number of target blocks, we can achieve lower bitrate and better efficiency.

3 .2 3 Distortion Measure

Each target block is a real B
a metric on

3

xB

matrix; i.e. an element in 3 =

by defining an inner product {•,•):
B

M

3

*

3

:

B

- E E v ™
m- 1 n-1

This yields the r.m.s. metric
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f ° r aU x> y 6 3

R B* B-

We can introduce

d B(x ,y ) - < x - y j - y ) 1/2-

1

b

b

E E

y

3. Now, we can choose a m etric

P-

(X m n -yJ 2

m-1 «-1

on

l*-yl

;

oniP =

in many ways, for example

or

d£p4) -

max
U

d B( p

These metrics have in common that they are m inimized if dgip^q^) is minimized
independently for all ( i j ). W e therefore reduce our task to the following:
For each target block

m inimize

d ^ A T p l ) - dB(Pjj, ct -G(S(d))+f)

3.2.4 Calculation of

a

and t

Then, for each combination of library block d and isometry G, we are trying to
approximate a given target block b with a block b' = a-c + t where c = G (S(d)). In
the original work of Jacquin [9-13] t was chosen as a block constant greytone; t = rtn
where m is a constant greytone block and r is some real number. O ptim al coefficients
a and t were found by using the projection theorem in [20]. b' can be regarded as an

elem ent of a two-dimensional linear subspace spanned by the basis

=

{w ,c }.

By the projection theorem [28], the optimal coefficients a and r that minimize d B( b , b ’)
are found by letting

b - b'

be orthogonal to this subspace:

K

-

(b - b s )

0

;

i

-

1 ,2

.

From the above orthogonality equations we have:
a < c ,c >

+

r < m ,c >

+ r

a < c ,m >

=

< m ,n >

< b ,c >
=

< b ,m >

By letting
a 11

=

< c ,c >

a 12

a 2i = < c,m >

=

bj

A

=

< b ,c >

(

=

< m ,c >

a^

~

b2

=

< m ,m >
< b ,m >

[a ij)2X2

we have

If d e t ( A )

=

-

a i:f l 21 *

0 then ^

'1

exists, we have a unique solution

detCA^-Oa

au j

By this algorithm we can get the optimized coefficients for
by the above simple calculations.
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a.

and

r

directly

3.3 Algorithm for Multi-Level Fractal Block Coding

The algorithm of our proposed multi-level fractal block coding is described as follows:

p a r a m e t e r in it ia lis a t io n :
b ig g e st ta rg e t b lo c k s iz e : T m i n j i z e
s m a lle s t ta rg e t b lo c k s iz e : m in _ s iz e

X T m in jiz e
X m in _ s iz e

d e fin e e r r o r t h r e s h o ld le v e l e r r o r J h r e s h o ld ,
c o r r e s p o n d in g t o le v e l I
f o r c o d in g le v e l I f r o m N t o 0 {
f o r e a c h ta rg e t b lo c k

p,y{

f o r e a c h lib r a r y b lo c k d mn{
a f f in e tr a n s fo r m d mn to S ( d „ J
f o r e a c h is o m e try k {
c a lc u la te a a n d r
P ’ = <*’S ( d mn) + r
c a lc u la te d B( p ^ p ’) ( d is ta n c e b e tw e e n p y a n d p ’)
k e e p th e c o d e s w ith s m a lle s t d B( p ifp ’)

}
}

l* e n d o f k * l

/* e n d o f m , n * l

i f ( m in im u m d B( p ij, p >) < c o r r e s p o n d in g th r e s h o ld o r N

==

0)

o u t p u t c o d e s o f c u r r e n t ta rg e t b lo c k

}

l* e n d o f i , j * /

n e w ta rg e t b lo c k s p ,j a re f o r m e d b y s p lit t in g u p
u n c o d e d ta rg e t b lo c k s .
n e w lib r a r y b lo c k s d mn a re c re a te d f r o m th e u n c o d e d ta rg e t b lo c k s .
} / * e n d o f 1*1

Fractal codes for each target block are target address, library address, isometry
number,

a

and

t.

Quantization of the codes of the target block is discussed in the

following section.
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3.4 Searching Strategy

During the coding of a target block, we can use the library blocks from the whole
image which is computationally costly. In previous implementations of fractal block
coding, library blocks from the same quadrant image are exhaustively searched[9-13].
In our scheme, coding of a target block could be accomplished as soon as a good
match is found instead of searching the whole quadrant Also we define a disk area
of library blocks centered at the target block. This is due to the fact that self-similarity
most probably happens in the neighbourhood area. In natural scenes, nearby texture
could be somewhat similar or quite similar. A block on the face should be best
matched by a nearby library block target which is most probably a block on the face
area.

The search radius should be big enough to provide good reconstructed image quality.
The bigger the searching radius, the better the probability of finding a good library
block at the cost of more computational complexity. The smaller the search radius, the
worse the image quality we have.

3.5 Error Threshold and Image Fidelity

At each higher coding level, an error threshold is set. We can control these error
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thresholds to trade image quality against bit rate. Obviously the higher the error
threshold, the more blocks will be coded at the corresponding higher level at the cost
of lower image quality. We have carried out simulations on the choice of thresholds.
To have reconstructed images with acceptable image quality, we carried out extensive
simulations trying out the effect of error thresholds on image subjective quality.

We first set the threshold 3 for each level which gives an excellent image fidelity. By
increasing the threshold of one level while keeping other thresholds fixed, we notice
the degradation of image fidelity from Fig.2-3.

Although PSNR value decreases the slowest at level 32 X 32, it does not mean the
image quality degenerates the least We need to have subjective tests to see how the
threshold affects the subjective image quality.

Subjective tests carried out (by four Ph.D research students in video coding group of
D CU ) suggests the choice of thresholds for each coding level which are listed in Table
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PSNR (dB)

Threshold
figure 1 Threshold against PSNR(dB)
Figure 3-2 Threshold vs. PSNR(dB)
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Table 3.3 Threshold ranges o f different coding levels
LEVEL

TARGET SIZE

THRESHOLD

3

32 X 32

<= 5

2

16 x 16

< —5

x

<= 7

1

8

8

The above table provides us with a choice of threshold. To have good subjective image
quality, thresholds of each level should be chosen within their corresponding limits.
We can sacrifice image fidelity to achieve lower bit rate by using higher thresholds.

3.6 Choice of Isometries

We have mentioned in 3.2.2 that the usage frequency of eight isometries should be
studied to improve coding efficiency. By studying the usage frequency of each
isometry, we can improve coding efficiency.

Results of eight simulations regarding to isometry usage frequency and PSNR are
reported in Table 3.4 where we can see that isometries

6

and 7 have much lower

frequency than other isometries. The most frequently used one is the original one. By
removing the isometries

6

and 7, the degradation of the image is negligible.
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Table 3.4 Simulation results of usage frequency o f isometries

NFREC^
S IM \

To

1

2

4

3

5

6

7

8

PSNR
(dB)

%

1

30

8

15

10

11

4

5

12

33.15

2

31

9

16

11

12

0

6

12

33.12

3

31

10

16

11

12

4

0

12

33.11

4

32

0

15

11

12

5

8

13

33.10

5

34

9

16

0

12

0

6

14

33.09

6

31

11

17

12

13

0

0

13

33.08

7

35

0

18

14

15

0

0

15

32.97

8

41

0

20

17

0

0

0

19

32.80

im p r o v e

coding efficiency, the isometries should be arranged in such a way that

their usage frequencies is in decending order. Therefore frequently used isometries are
first tried to avoid fruitless effort on least frequently used ones.

3.7 Quantization of Transformation Codes

Fractal codes for each target block are target block address, libraiy block address and
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its associated affine transformation, isometry number, a and t. W e will discuss the
quantization of these codes.
v

The address of target block and library block includes the x and y coordinates which
are the multiples of corresponding block size. In order to reduce the bits to represent
these x and y coordinates, we propose an output of codes in the following way:

The output of the fractal codes is in a raster order of the biggest target block size
level. Each biggest one could possibly be coded at combinations of lower level target
block size. If it is not coded at the highest level, it must be split into four smaller
pieces, say A, B, C, and D. The codes for the whole small piece must be sent before
sending codes for the next small piece, i.e. after all the codes covering piece A are
sent, we start sending codes for B. If A B, C and D are coded at lower levels, it is
done in the same m anner as A,B, C and D. This is illustrated by an example in Figure
3-3. In Figure 3-3, a 32x32 block is coded by different target block levels.

1

2

3

4

5

6
8

7
10 11
9

12 13
16

14

15

Fig. 3-3 A 32x32 block coded at different levels
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If we use characters A, B, C,D to represent fractal codes for corresponding 32x32,
16x16,

8

x 8 and 4 x 4 ,“ the output of codes is as follows according to our proposed

flow:

5

,D

1

2

3 4 5, C 6 , C 7, C 8 , C 9, D 10 11 12 13, C 14, C 15, B 16

Entropy of transform codes at different levels is listed in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5 Entropy table fo r slow scheme using searching strategy in 3.4
target
size

Xt
& yt

32 x 32

k

a

r

TOTAL
(bits)

1.90

2.28

4.23

3.17

17.13

3.66

2.39

2.52

5.57

5.46

24.21

3.86

3.92

2.54

2.61

5.90

6 .0 1

25.84

3.90

3.70

2.58

2.78

6.09

5.93

25.23

*1

yi

1.0

2.13

2.42

16 X 16

1.0

3.61

x

1.0

0.25

8

8

4x4

3.8 A Fast Coding Scheme

The fractal block coding scheme is asymmetric. Coding is much more computationally
costly than decoding, since encoding a target block involves a large amount of
calculation in searching through library blocks to find a library block which is a good
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match to the target block. As stated in section 3.4, library blocks in the neighbourhood
area are used. Beaumont[14] shows that most of the library blocks are found in the
neighbourhood of a target block. However, our simulations show that using library
blocks only in the very close neighbourhood, the subjective quality of the image is
quite poor. The radius of the neighbourhood should be big enough to ensure we have
enough library blocks to search through to find a good match.

The most direct way to reduce coding complexity is to reduce the search effort If we
can reconstruct an image coded by using just a few libary blocks, the coder can be
hundreds times faster. In our simulations, we see that the subjective image quality is
very poor in the reconstructed image coded using the library blocks in the very close
neighbourhood, however, parts of the image quality are acceptable. As for the coding
efficiency, this is very attractive to us, provided that the reconstructed image has
acceptable image quality. This is the reason for our interest in coding the target block
by exploiting self-similarity in the very close neighbourhood of the target block to be
coded to improve coding efficiency.

We introduce using the library blocks that contain target library blocks at one of its
corners. Therefore target blocks at the four corners have only one library block.
Target blocks in the middle of the image have four library blocks and target blocks at
the edges have two library blocks. Therefore the number of library blocks ranges from
1 to 4. If a target block is not block-wise self-similar to the library blocks it has, affine-
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block-wise self-similarity is exploited.

Simulations have shown that local correlations can be removed by the exploitation of
block-wise self-similarity together with affme-block-wise self-similarity in the veiy local
area of the target block. The very local library blocks are sufficient to provide a good
match. The subjective image quality of the reconstructed image by this scheme is quite
good.

A part from the tremendous reduction in coding complexity, the bits used to express
the libraiy block address are reduced down to

2

bits which brings down the bit rate.

This scheme is a very promising one and brings fractal block coding closer to real-time
application.

Entropy of transform codes at different levels is listed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Entropy table fo r fa st scheme
target
size

XtYt

x.yi

V

k

a

r

TOTAL
(bits)

32 x 32

1.0

1.97

1.90

2.28

4.23

3.17

14.55

16 x 16

1.0

2 .0 0

2.39

2.52

5.57

5.46

18.94

x

1.0

2 .0 0

2.54

2.61

5.90

6 .0 1

20.06

0.25

1.98

2.58

2.78

6.09

5.93

19.61

8

8

4x4
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3.9 Fractal Decoding

The fixed point of the transformation T is the limit of any sequence of iterates.
Therefore transformation codes can be used to iterate successively on any initial image
which will approach the fixed point which is the approximation of the original image
we coded upon. The iteration procedure is interrupted when two consecutive iterates
are very close. Through simulations we have found that after five iterations, signal-tonoise ratio ceases to increase. Thus a fixed iteration time of five is usually given which
seems to be sufficient. This is due to the strong contractivity of the mapping T. The
decoded image is therefore

Pdecoded ~ ^(®)>
where

0

denotes an image with a greytone value of zero in every pixel.

3.10 Simulation Results

Simulations one to three are carried out on "Miss America" with a size of 256x256
at

8

bpp. Figure 3-4 is the original image of "Miss America". These reconstructed

images are coded by using a two-level partition which shows the relationship between
target blocks size, bit rate and image quality.

Simulation four and five are carried out on the ISO image "Lena" with a size of
83
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512x480 at

8

bpp. Figure 3-12 is the original of "Lena". A t low bit rates, we can see

our first scheme with affine-block-wise self-similarity gives better subjective quality
than block-wise self-similarity. With our proposed scheme, we can achieve good image
subjective quality at much lower bit rate.

In simulation five, we first show the reconstructed "Lena" using library blocks in a
radius of 4 and

8

times of target block size. Simulation results of our fast coding

scheme are described in section 3.8.

3.10.1 Simulation One

We first use target block size 4 x 4 to code

"Miss America".

Figure 3-5 is the

reconstructed image. We notice that the reconstructed image is of very good subjective
quality at the cost of high bit rate. All the fine details are very well preserved. Target
block size 4 x 4 is the smallest size we can use to achieve a compression. Target block
size 3 x 3 is not used because it gives very little gain in compression. Target block size
2 x 2 could result in an increase of bits to express the original image instead of
compression.
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3.10.2 Simulation Two

We then code "Miss America" with a target block level of 8 x 8 . The reconstructed
image(Figure 3-6) becomes quite fuzzy and fidelity around the eye areas is lost
Serious blocking artifacts can be noticed. Target size of 8 x 8 seems too big for coding
image areas with fine details on this image. However we notice that smoother areas
seem to have better image quality.

A t a target block size of 8 x 8 , if we use affine-block-wise self-similarity in addition to
square block-wise self-similarity we will have better subjective image quality as in the
reconstructed image Figure 3-7. This shows that fractal block coding with the
exploitation of affine-block-wise similarity does increase the chance of finding a good
match of self-similarity. Image fidelity is better preserved by the exploitation of affineblock-wise self-similarity at a low bit rate.
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Fig. 3-4 Original image "Miss America" with 256
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X

256 at

8

bpp

Fig.3-5 Reconstructed image of "Miss America" coding level 4 x 4
with pure block-wise self-similarity ( 1.75 bpp a t 36.7 dB)
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Fig.3-6 Reconstructed image of "Miss America" coding level 8 x 8
with pure block-wise self-similarity(0.41 bpp at 32.7 dB)
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Fig.3-7 Reconstructed image of "Miss America" coding level 8 x 8
with affine-block-wise self-similarity( 0.47 bpp a t 33.36 dB)
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3.103 Simulation Three

In the implementation of our proposed multi-level fractal block coding scheme, the
choice of biggest target block size and smallest target block size together with the
thresholds are decided according the application and image quality desired. Figure 3-8
is the reconstructed image with its corresponding coding parameters listed in Table
3.7.

Decoding is always the most fascinating aspect of fractal image coding. Figure 3-10 is
the decoding procedure starting with a uniform black image. Figure 3-11 is the
decoding procedure starting with "Lena" image. However, the final fixed points which
is our reconstructed image are about the same. Once you have the fractal codes, you
can reconstruct the coded image starting from any image. Figure 3-10 shows the first
four iterations starting from a uniform greylevel image. The first iteration is shown
from the highest level to the lowest level which tells that this image was coded from
smooth areas towards fine detail areas.

In order to achieve a lower bit rate, we have to code as many blocks at higher target
block level as possible. By choosing bigger thresholds at each level we can have a
higher compression ratio. The reconstructed image(Figure 3-9) is coded with the
choice of new thresholds in Table 3.8.
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Fig.3-8 Reconstructed image of "Miss America" coded
from level 32

X

32 down to 4
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X

4 (Table 3.7)
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Fig.3-9 Reconstructed image of "Miss America" coded
from level 32x32 down to 4 x 4 (Table 3.8)
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Fig.3-10 Decoding starting from a uniform image(gl = 0)
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3.10.4 Simulation Four

In a previous implementation [20] "Lena" was coded at

8

x 8 target block size level.

The bit rate achieved was 0.5 bpp with PSNR of 30.8 dB. With our muti-level fractal
block coding scheme, a much lower bit rate with good image quality can be achieved.

Figure 3-13 is the reconstructed image using our slow scheme where only block-wise
self-similarity is exploited. Corresponding coding specifications are listed in Table 3.9.
The sharp edge of the hat is not well preserved; a "stair-case" effect can be noticed.
The reason for this is at target block size 8 x 8 some fíne detail areas like sharp edges
fail to be matched by a good library block after an exhaustive search through all the
library blocks.

By using affine-block-wise self-similarity we have a reconstructed image as shown in
Figure 3-14 with improved subjective image quality. This demonstrates that the
extension of block-wise to affine-block-wise does increase the chance of coding a
target block at higher levels.

Figure 3-15 is the reconstructed image using our scheme with affine-block-wise self
similarity which gives much better subjective quality. The coding specification is listed
in Table 3.11. With a choice of threshold of 5,5,7 (Table 3-12), a bit rate of 0.52 bpp
is achieved with a PSNR of 34.34 dB.
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Fig.3-12 Original "Lena" 512x480 with
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8

bpp

Fig.3-13 Coded from level 32x32 downto 8 x 8 by exploiting
pure block-wise self-similarity (Table 3.9)
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Fig.3-14 Coded from level 32x32 downto 8 x 8 by exploiting
affine-block-wise self-similarity (Table 3.10)

j , ^

i » < y , .i i < -
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Fig.3-15 Coded from level 32x32 downto 8 x 8 by exploiting
affine-block-wise self-similarity (Table 3.11)
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Note: Throughout this dissertation, PSNR we use is the peak signal-to-noise ratio
[Appendix A].
Table 3.7 Coding specification fo r "'Miss America" with pure block-wise
Image Coded:"Miss America" Size: 256x256
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

8 bpp

Entropy

Blocks coded

3

32x32

3

17.13

17

2

16x16

6

24.21

104

1

8x8

9

25.84

241

0

4x4

25.23

380

0.28 bpp

PSNR: 34.9 dB

Fig.3-8

Table 3.8 Coding specification two fo r "M iss America" with affine-shapes
Image Coded:"Miss America" Size: 256x256
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

Entropy

8 bpp
Blocks coded

3

32x32

6

17.13

22

2

16x16

9

24.21

101

1

8x8

12

25.84

204

0

4x4

25.23

256

0.22 bpp

PSNR: 34.1 dB

Fig.3-9

Table 3.9 "Lena” coded by exloiting purge block-wise self-similarity
Image Coded:"Lena" Size: 512x480
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

Entropy

8 bpp
Blocks coded

2

32x32

3

17.13

27

1

16x16

6

24.21

401

0

8x8

25.84

1804

0.23 bpp

PSNR: 29.5 dB
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Table 3.10 "Lena" coded by slow scheme with affine-wise self-similarity
Image Coded:"Lena" Size: 512x480
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

8 bpp

Entropy

Blocks coded

2

32x32

6

17.13

29

1

16x16

9

24.21

428

25.84

1664

0

8x8

PSNR: 30.1 dB

0.22 bpp

Fig. 3-14

Table 3.11 "Lena" coded by slow scheme with affine-wise self-similarity
Image Coded:"Lena" Size: 512x480
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

Entropy

8

bpp
Blocks coded

2

32x32

6

17.13

59

1

16X16

12

24.21

419

25.84

1220

0

8

X8
0.17 bpp

SNR: 29.7 dB

Table 3.12 "Lena" coded by slow scheme with affine-wise self-similarity
Image Coded:"Lena" Size: 512x480
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

Entropy

8 bpp
Blocks coded

3

32x32

5

17.13

31

2

16x16

5

24.21

275

2

8 8

x

7

25.84

1410

25.84

3336

1

4x4
0.52 bpp

PSNR: 34.34 dB
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3.10.5 Simulation five

Figure 3-16 and 3-17 are the reconstructed "Lena" corresponding to the search radius
of 4 and 2 times of target block size. Because of the small search radius, the quality
of reconstructed image is unacceptable. Fig. 3-16 and 3-17 show that we have very
poor image subjective quality by using only library blocks in the very close
neightbourhood of the target blocks. Although most of the parts are well coded, those
blocks that are not well coded result in overall poor quality.

In our new fast coding presented in section 3.8, coding speed is tremendously
increased by exploiting self-affine self-similarity with a minimum of library blocks.
Only the six affine shapes which are frequently used(see 3.2.1.3).

Fig. 3-18 is the reconstructed image which uses our fast coding scheme by exploiting
self-affine self-similarity in the very local neighbourhood. The reconstructed image has
good image subjective quality at a low bit rate. "Lena" is coded at 0.45 bpp with a
PSNR of 32.4 dB. Reconstructed "Lena" in Fig. 3-19 is coded at the bit rate of 0.35
bpp with a PSNR of 31.4 dB.

Comparing Table 3.12 and 3.15, we notice that the fast scheme can achieve much
better coding efficiency at the slight cost of bit rate and PSNR. All these simulations
show that our proposed new fast scheme is promising.
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Fig.3-16 Search radius 4 times of target block size
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Fig.3-17 Search radius 2 times of target block size
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Fig.3-18 "Lena" coded by fast coding scheme (Table 3.13)
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Fig.3-19 "Lena" coded by fast coding scheme (Table 3.14)
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Table 3.13 "Lena” coded by the fast scheme
Image Coded:"Lena" Size: 512x480
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

8 bpp

Entropy

Blocks coded

2

32x32

3

14.55

212

1

16x16

9

18.94

2155

20.06

3348

0

x

8 8

SNR: 32.4 dB

0.45 bpp

Fig. 3-18

Table 3.14 "Lena” coded by the fa st scheme
Image Coded:"Lena" Size: 512x480
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

Entropy

8 bpp
Blocks coded

2

32x32

6

14.55

212

1

16x16

12

18.94

2545

20.06

1788

0

8

x8
SNR: 31.4 dB

0.35 bpp

Fig. 3-19

Table 3.15 "Lena" coded by the fa st scheme
Image Coded:"Lena" Size: 512x480
LEVEL

Target size

Threshold

Entropy

8 bpp
Blocks coded

3

32x32

5

14.55

17

2

16x16

5

18.94

291

1

8 8

7

20.06

1409

0

8 8

19.61

3992

x

x

0.46 bpp

PSNR: 32.41 dB
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Chapter 4
Fractal Block Coding With DCT

4.1 Introduction

An image codec using the fractal block coding technique is typically asymmetric. Since
a large amount of calculation is involved in searching through library blocks to find
the optimal transformation codes in coding, coding is much more computationally
costly than decoding. A library block classification was introduced in [9] which can
reduce the number of library blocks to search through for each target block so as to
increase coding efficiency. However classification itself introduces an extra
computational burden. Furthermore, due to the limited classifications, we still have
to search through a large number of library blocks to obtain optimal transformations
in coding most of the target blocks. The asymmetric problem is partly relieved by the
new coding scheme proposed in this chapter.

Multi-level fractal block coding scheme combines different target block size levels to
further exploit self-similarity within an image. Smoother areas are coded with larger
target blocks while areas with finer details are coded with smaller target blocks. This
enables the coder to code an image with different size target blocks adaptively
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according to the level of complexity. Therefore images coded by the multi-level block
coding technique can be uniformly close to the original image which is crucial for the
proposed hybrid codec we introduce in this chapter. In this chapter we first exploit the
relation between image resolution and the target block size used in coding. Fractal
zooming is done by enlarging the corresponding addresses of target block and library
at the same rate. Therefore, we can have as big resolution of decoded image as we
like. By the introduction of fractal zooming, we can have a higher resolution image
which gives a high effective compression ratio. A small number of fractal codes can
retrieve a high resolution image with the loss of high frequency details. We propose
a hybrid of fractal block coding and discrete cosine transform for coding higher
resoultion images. In comparison with pure fractal block coding technique, the
proposed hybrid scheme gives a higher compression with good image quality.

4.2 Fractal Decoding By Zooming

After an image is coded by the fractal block coding scheme, the addresses of the
target block and its corresponding libray block are kept, together with other
transformation codes. If we want to reconstruct an image, we simply use these codes
to iterate on any image to generate a sequence of images which converges to an
approximation of the original. We can have fractal decoding by zooming by enlarging
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the address of target blocks and their corresponding library block address. The bigger
the enlargement, the higher the resolution of the image and the fuzzier the
reconstructed large image. A higher resolution image can be generated from the
fractal codes for a small image. The higher the zoom rate, the fuzzier the
reconstructed image we have.

Figure 4-1 is the original "Miss America" with size of 128x128 at

8

bpp. Figure 4-2 is

a reconstructed "Miss America" at the original image size of 128 X 128. Figure 4-3 is
a zoomed up version with a zoom factor of two in both x and y directions. Figure 4-4
is a zoomed up version with a zoom factor of four in both x and y directions.

From these figures we can see that the image in figure 4-2, which is decoded at the
same resolution of the original image has the best image quality. The one zoomed up
by a factor of two has good image fidelity while the one zoomed up by four reveals
more spurious image details. Decoding by zooming from the fractal codes of a low
resolution image gives you a very high effective compression ratio. However, the
higher the zoom factor, the more the spurious details we have.
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Fig. 4-1 Original "Miss America" 128x128 with
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Fig. 4-2 Reconstructed "Miss America" a t original size 128x128
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Fig. 4-3 Reconstructed "Miss America" 256x256 with zoom factor 2
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Fig. 4-4 Reconstructed "Miss America" 512x512 with zoom factor 4
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4.3 Equivalence of Coding Levels

Coding a low resolution image with smaller target block size will significantly increase
the coding efficiency. We can obtain a zoomed up version which gives a higher
effective compression ratio. You may wonder whether the zoomed up one has the
same quality of the images reconstructed by codes using a bigger target block. We will
show that coding a higher resolution image at a higher coding level is equivalent to
coding a smaller resolution image with lower coding level.

Reconstructed "Miss America" 256x256 coded at target block size

8

x 8 is shown in

Figure 4-5. We also code 128x128 "Miss America" at target block size 4x4. Figure 4-3
is the reconstructed 256x256 "Miss America" with zoom factor 2. Comparing Figure
4-3 and Figure 4-5, we notice that they have very similar image quality and bit rate.
However coding a 128x128 image with a target block size of 4 x 4 only needs about
a quarter of the calculation used by coding 256x256 image with a target block size of
8

x 8 . It is much more efficient to code a subsampled version of the original image at

a smaller target block size level than coding the original image at a bigger target block
size level. Therefore, if we have a very large resolution image, it is more efficient to
code all the higher coding levels by coding a very low resolution image.
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Fig. 4-5 Reconstructed "Miss America" at the
original resolution of 256x256
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4.4 Introduction of Discrete Cosine Transform
h

We have noticed from Figure 4-4 that after zooming by the factor 4, the zoomed up
image becomes fuzzy and fine details are lo st However the zoomed up one is still a
good approximation to the original image which mainly contains lowfrequency
information. By zooming we achieve a very high effective compression ratio. We
attempt to introduce the discrete cosine transform to restore the high frequency detail
information lost

Among the existing transform based methods, the discrete cosine transform(DCT) is

near optimum. It is most widely used, both because of the decorrelative property of
the DCT and the existence of a fast algorithm for computing the DCT. The DCT can
be considered to be a frequency-based operation, transforming 2-D image data into
a 2-D cosine frequency domain. Using this new representation for the image, it is
easier to discriminate between important and redundant information.

In the two dimension case, the DCT is defined as
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The transformation kernels are separable. This fact allows the 2D DCT to be
conveniently performed in two steps, each of which involves a ID DCT defined as
P(u) - Ap(y)

where A is the N X N fixed transformation matrix
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4.4.1 Coding of DCT Coefficients

We are doing a DCT transform on

8

x 8 block size. The top-left com er of the cosine

frequency domain can be considered to be the low frequency region. The bottom-right
corner of the block cosine domain are mainly comprised of high frequency coefficients.
R edundant information is removed by setting small coefficients to zero which is called
thresholding. Non-zero coefficients after thresholding are then uniformly quantized.

4.4.2 Zig-Zag Technique

In order to increase the efficiency of capturing the non zero components a zig-zag
scanning class has been adopted:
Z IG - Z A G SC A N N IN G

I

2

6

7 15 16 28 29

3

5

8

14 17 27 30 43

4

9

13 18 26 31 42 44

10 12

19 25 32 41 45 54

I I 20

24 33 40 46 53 55

21 23

34 39 47 52 56 61

22 35

38 48 51 57 60 62

36 37

49 50 58 59 63 64

Transmission of the coefficients stops when the last non zero coefficient has been
reached.
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4.4.3 Coding Of The Scanned Coefficients With a 2D VLC

To increase coding efficiency a two dimensional variable length code has been
adopted. This means that "events" are coded. "Event" is defined as:
e v e n t: a combination of a magnitude (non-zero quantization index) and a
RUN (Number of zeroes defining the end of the run-length are
considered as composite rather than separate statistical event)

The run-length and magnitude of composite events define the entries of the 2-D VLC
table which contains the code words for composite events.

These codes consists of the following three parts:
1. Escape

(6

2. Run

bits)

(6

3. Level

(8

bits) for indicating the use of fixed length codes.

bits)

After the last non-zero coefficient an End-Of-Block (EOB) marker is sent indicating
that all other coefficients are zero. The length of EOB word is two bits.

An example of the two dimensional VLC is shown as follows:
EVENT = (RUN,LEVEL)
Example: (0,3) (1,2)

(7,1) EOB

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0

0

0

1 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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That means:
* (0,3) The DC component which has the value +3
* ( 1 ,2 )

2

is next non-zero component according to the zig-zag scanning;the

number of zeroes is 1 .
* The next component is 1 preceded by 7 zeroes, result (7,1)
* EOB is an End of Block marker which indicates that there are no more
zero components.

4.4.4 Huffm an Coding

Since events are not uniformly distributed, we encode these events by a technique
called Huffman coding. The Huffman coding gives a variable-length code for each
event, where highly probable events are represented by small-length codes, and vice
versa. In addition, Huffman codes have a prefix property which means that no short
code group is duplicated as the beginning of a longer group. This means that if one
character is represented by the bit combination

10 0

, then

10 0 0 1

cannot be the code

for another letter since in scanning the bit stream from left to right the decoding
algorithm would interpret the 5 bits as the 100 bit configuration character followed by
a

01

bit configuration character.

The Huffman coding algorithm is as follows:
1. Arrange the symbol probabilities p { in a decreasing order and
consider them as leaf nodes of a tree.
2. While there is more than one node:
• Merge the two nodes with smallest probability to form a new node
whose probability is the sum of the two merged nodes.
• Arbitrarily assign 1 and 0 to each pair of branches merging into
a node.
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Table 4.1 Huffman Code Book o f EVENTS

EVENT

Huffman Code

Length(bit)

0,1
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0 10
011
0 12
0 13
0 14
0 15
11
12

HO
01000
001010
00001100
001001100
001000010
00000010100
0000000111010
0000000110000
0000000100110
0000000100000
00000000110100
00000000110010
00000000110000
00000000101110
0110
0001100

3
5
6
8
9
9
11
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
4
7

14
15
16
17
21

00000011000
0000000110110
0000000101100
00000000101010
01010

11
13
14
14
5

22

00001000

8

24
25
31
32
33
34

0000000101000
00000000101000
001110
001001000 _
0000000111000
00000000100110

13
14
6
9
13
14

00000011110

11

13

23

001001010

00000010110

41

001100

43
51
52
53
61
62

0000000100100
0001110
00000010010
00000000100100
0001010
„
0000000111100

42

71

9

11

6

13
7
11
14
1
13

0001000

7

81

00001110

8

91

00001010

8

72

82

92
10,1
10 2
11 1
12 1
13 1
141
15 1
16 1
17 1
18 1
19 1
20 1
21 1
22 1
23 1
24 1
25 1
26 1

0000000101010
0000000100010

00000000100010
001001110
00000000100000
001000110
001000100
001000000
00000011100
00000011010
00000010000
0000000111110
0000000110100
0000000110010
0000000101110
0000000101100
00000000111110
00000000111100
00000000111010
00000000111000
00000000110110

13
13

14
?
14
9
9
?
11
11
11
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
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The Huffman code can be developed through the utilization of a tree structure as
illustrated in Figure 4-6. Here, the symbols are first listed in descending order of
frequency of occurrence. The groups with the smallest fre q u e n c ie s ^ and E4) are
combined into a node with a joint probability of occurrence of 0.25. Next, that node
is merged with the next lowest probability of occurrence symbol or pair of symbols.
In this illustration, the pair E 3 E 4 is merged with E j to produce a node whose joint
probability is 0.4375. Finally, the node representing the probability of occurrence of
Ej, E 3 and E 4 is merged with E t, resulting in a node whose probability of occurrence
is unity. This master node represents the probability of occurrence of all four
characters in the character se t By assigning binary 0’s and l ’s to every segment
emanating from each node, one can derive the Huffman code for each character. The
code is obtained by tracing from the

1.0

probability node to each character symbol,

noting the l ’s and 0 ’s encountered.

Huffman codes can be developed by employing a tree structure. The Huffman code
resulting from this construction method is derived by tracing from the

1.0

probability

to each source node.The preceding algorithm gives the Huffman code book for any
given set of probabilities. Coding and decoding is done simply by looking up values
in a table.
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Probability

Character

C ode

ll

0

0

E ,

0 5625 .

E 2

0.1875

T7

E 3

0.1875 ----------

E 4.

0.0625

0
—
0

1.0

.4375 1
.25

1

10
110
111

l

Fig.4-6 Developing a tree structure for four events

In our generation of Huffman codes for EVENTs, only 64 EVENTs which have higher
frequency of occurrence are coded. All those events not included in the table are
coded by a fixed length of bits.

4.5 Hybrid Codec of DCT and Fractal Block Coding

The flowchart of the proposed hybrid codec is illustrated in Figure 4-7.

The coder has the following main steps:
l.Input original image O (256x256) is first down sampled to (64x64)
2.1/16 O is then coded by multi-level fractal block coding.
3.Decoded by fractal zooming up to original image size.
4.A difference image between original and the zoomed up one is
created.
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5

.Difference is coded by DCT, the DCT coefficients are variable length
coded(thresholding,quantization,zig-zag scanning,Huffman coding).
•>

The decoder simply adds the image generated by by fractal zooming and the decoded
difference image to restore the coded image.

Coding a subsampled original by multi-level fractal block coding and decoding by
zooming to original resolution gives a very high effective compression ratio. The
picture generated by fractal zooming is a good approximation to the original image
which will leave a relatively low amount of information to be coded by DCT. Due to
the advantage of multi-level fractal block coding, the decoded image is uniformly close
to the original image. Therefore difference data left for DCT coding are mainly of
very high frequency information which can be well coded by DCT. We can trade
subjective image quality against bit rate by the control of DCT thresholds.

4.6 Simulation Results

Simulations are carried out on 256x256 "Miss America" and 512x480 "Lena". Coding
results are listed in table 4.2 and 4.3.
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Simulation results shows that the proposed hybrid codec is a veiy efficient codec. By
choosing different DCT thresholds, we can trade image quality against bit rate. We
have got better simulation results compared with the coding using pure fractal block
coding technique.

By using pure DCT coding on 512x480 "Lena" we can achieve 0.28 bpp at a PSNR of
31.33 dB. O ur hybrid scheme is slightly better than pure DCT. O ur hybrid scheme
can be further improved with the advancement of fractal coding techniques.

Table 4.2 Simulation results o f "Miss America"
"Miss America" 256x256 with

8

bits per pixel

figure

fractal ratio

DCT threshold

bit rate(bpp)

SNR(dB)

4-8

103.2 : 1

16

0.36

37.0

4-9

103.2 : 1

24

0.23

35.6

4-10

103.2 : 1

32

0.19

34.7
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Table 4.3 Simulation results o f "Lena"
"Lena" 512x480 with

8

bits per pixel

**

figure

fractal ratio

DCT threshold

bit rate(bpp)

SNR(dB)

4-11

81.0 :

1

24

0.37

33.4

4-12

81.0 :

1

40

0.25

31.6

4.7 Alternate Combination of Fractal Block Coding and DCT

In this chapter we have presented a hybrid algorithm by using DCT coding on the
difference image after fractal block coding. Then readers may wonder how about first
DCT than fractal coding. In theory, fractal block coding scheme is successful! while
'■ >, e.

coding image with natural scenes where block-wise self-similarity do exist. Difference
image after DCT coding is no longer an image of natural scene.

We first code 352x288 "Miss America" with DCT coding with 0.43 bpp at a PSNR of
41.14 dB (threshold 16). Than we use fractal block coding on the difference image we
get 1.18 bpp. We have a PSNR of 14.64 dB with the decoded image which is a
severely distorted and totally unrecognizable. This is simply because of the limitation
of fractal block coding scheme. Artificial images without block-wise self-similarity are
not suitable for fractal block coding scheme.
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Fig. 4-8 "Miss America" 256x256 coded with DCT threshold 16
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Fig. 4-9 "Miss America" 256x256 coded with DCT threshold 24
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Fig. 4-10 "Miss America" 256x256 coded with DCT threshold 32
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Fig. 4-11 "Lena" 512x480 coded with DCT threshold 24

Fig. 4-12 "Lena" 512x480 coded with DCT threshold 40
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Chapter 5
Applications of Fractal Block Coding to
Video Compression
Video and image compression are essential technologies in a video-oriented world
where new applications are being proposed with significant volume production
opportunities. The need for video compression occurs in a wide range of applications:
for transmission cost reduction for video phones and video conferencing systems, to
reduce the bandwidth and power required to transmit data from remote sources such
as satellites, and to provide compact interactive video for training and entertainment
from a standard-size CD. The primary motivation behind image compression is the
need to reduce the amount of information that must be stored on tape or disk to
achieve an image. In a desktop publishing environment, compression can increase the
number of high-quality images that can be stored on a floppy disk from approximately
2 to 40, without noticeable degradation.

To be fully aware of the application value our fractal video codec, we first introduce
the impending video telephony as an ISDN application. O ur video codec using pure
fractal block coding is first presented and compared with that of H.261. Secondly there
is the hybrid fractal block coding and DCT video codec. Simulations of both video
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codecs are presented.

5.1 Contemporary Image Compression Standards

Several compression algorithms are in the process of becoming international standards,
each of which is suited to different applications. The proposed Joint Photographic
Expert’s Group (JPEG) standard [28] specifies a method of compressing still images.
The primary mechanisms of compression are the frequency-dependent quantization
of DCT coefficients and subsequent Huffman coding of nonzero quantized
coefficients. In JPEG, there is no notion of a time variable. However, JPEG can be
used in a video environment by ignoring the temporal dependencies. The CCITT
H.261 standard [72] proposed for video telephony, is similar to JPEG in that DCT
coefficients are quantized and coded with a Huffman coding algorithm. The primary
difference between H.261 and JP E G is the use of motion compensated temporal
prediction in H.261. Essentially, instead of coding the image directly, the temporal
prediction errors are coded. For video storage, the Motion Picture Expert’s Group
(MPEG) standard [75] has been proposed. M PEG and H.261 are similar, but MPEG
provides greater flexibility and the ability to achieve greater compression with the
same quality. These features come at the expense of increased complexity.
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5.2 Video Telephony As An ISDN Application [60]

Visual telephony is the process of communicating at a distance by using moving
images as well as voice. Today a telephone conversation is virtually second nature to
all people in developed nations, but the usage of video telephony is still a veiy rare
occurrence. The reason for this situation are many. Several key factors are elaborated
below.

A voice signal can be transported through a telephone network with a bandwidth of
3.4 kHz while a video signal, using a regular television signal as an example, requires
a bandwidth of 4.3 MHz, a ratio of 1:1265. Even though a picture is worth a thousand
words, almost no one would want to pay for a visual conversation costing a thousand
times more than a telephone call, assuming that connections are tariffed on the basis
of bandwidth usage. Consequently, bandwidth reduction is the necessary first step to
bringing visual telephony closer toward reality.

There are many different ways to reduce the bandwidth required to transport a video
signal. A great deal of progress has been made in the last two decades. Some
techniques employ analog methods, but most employ digital coding techniques. It is
im portant to note that the coding algorithm implemented for reduced bandwidth
transmission has to be known to the receiving party, so that the underlying video
signal can be decoded to its original form. Although various kinds of video
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codecs(coder/decoders) exist today, they cannot communicate with each other because
they employ different coding algorithms. Consequently, the second important step for
a successful realization of video telephony is that the compression technique has be
to standardized.

Due to the tremendous complexity of compression algorithms, a great deal of
sophisticated electronic circuitry is required for their implementation. This is the
major reason why video codecs are very expensive today. For ubiquitous deployment
of any future video service, the cost of codecs has to be drastically reduced. Therefore,
the next im portant step is to attain significant cost reduction by employing VLSI
technology.

The last, but not the least, important step is the availability of a transport network to
provide such a service. This network has to be digital, of high capacity, full duplex,
switchable, and ubiquitous. The timing of the ISDN(Integrated Service of Digital
Network) deployment appears to be quite appropriate for the application of visual
telephony.

Every step mentioned above, compression, standardization, VLSI and network
availability, is essential for the successful deployment of new low bit-rate video
services. Past attempts in providing similar services, such as Picturephone and
Picturephone Meeting Services, were not successful because of the fact that one or
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more of the above mentioned ingredients were missing. The situation today is
drastically different from the past. It appears that video telephony using ISDN will
soon become a reality.*

5.2.1 Video Telephony System Overview

A system block diagram for video telephony is shown in Figure 5-1. With the end-toend digital connectivity of ISDN, a user is able to call another user with any
combination of video, audio, and data at various rates. The transmission coder will
combine video, audio and data, together with framing and other information, and
deliver the resultant bit stream to an ISDN access port. The transmission decoder will
perform the inverse operation. A t present, there are two kinds of ISDN access that
have been defined: Basic Access, and Primary Access. Basic Access supports 2B + D
channels where the bit-rate for a B channel is 64 kb/s and that of a D channel is 16
kb/s. Basic Access will be available to every household and business when ISDN is
fully deployed. Due to the severely limited available bit-rate, Basic Access is suitable
only for desk top fact-to-face visual communication which is often referred to as
videophone. Primary Access supports 23B+D channels where the bit-rate for both B
and D is 64 kb/s. Since primary Access requires a T1 line it is expected to be used
mostly in business applications. Due to the additional available bit-rate, pictures
transmitted by Primary Access can be more complex with better quality. Primary
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Access is therefore more suitable than Basic Access for video teleconferencing. In
summary, for ISDN applications, the bit-rate for combined video and audio services
is limited to p X 64 kb/s where p = 1,2,..., 30(for North American network, p =
1,2,...,23 ). The CCITT Specialists Group on Coding for Video Telephony has been
working on the standardization of a video coding algorithm for these rates. An
international standard, H.261, was established in mid 1990.

Fig. 5-1 Video Telephony System Architecture

5.2.2 Introduction to CCITT H.261 Standard

The CCITT H.261 Standard specifies a method of communication for visual telephony.
It is sometimes called the p X 64 standard, because the channel data rate can be
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chosen to be p x 64 KBits/Sec. If p = 1, then a low quality video signal for use in
picture phones can be transmitted over a 64 KBit/Sec ISDN line. If p = 32, a high
quality video signal for teleconferencing can be transmitted over a 2 MBit/Sec line.

The standard itself specifies exactly the organization and interpretation of transmitted
bits to make it possible for two codecs from different manufactures to communicate
successfully. In addition, the computations for part of the algorithm have also been
specified to ensure that the predictors used in the encoder and decoder track. In
general, the reconstruction loops(essentially the entire decoder) have been specified
in a fairly detailed manner, leaving little flexibility. On the other hand, all operations
outside this loop are not specified. With this freedom, the system designer can choose
various cost/performance tradeoffs by adding novel features or by simply not
performing certain operations. To illustrate these points the IDCT operation is
specified in a veiy detailed way, while the DCT is not specified at all. A compatible
system does not actually need to use a DCT, but it is recommended.

The format of internal representation of the image has been specified to be either
CIF(optional) or QCIF(mandatory). CDF luminance images are 352 pixels x 288 lines,
while QCIF luminance images are 176 X 144. The chrominance images are half
resolution vertically and horizontally. The nominal frame rate is approximately 30 Hz,
but the encoder can choose not to encode all frames to effectively reduce the frame
rate. This format is used only internally and does not imply any particular format for
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the final displayed video. CIF was chosen because it can be easily converted to and
from both NTSC and PAL formats to make use of readily available cameras and
monitors.

The CCITTH.261 encoder is a hybrid coder based on transform coding and temporal
predictive coding with motion compensation. Most operations are performed on
macroblocks or blocks. Each macroblock consists of four
two

8

x

8

8

x

8

luminance blocks and

chrominance blocks. Each chrominance block occupies the same physical

area as the four luminance blocks. The chrominance blocks have reduced resolution
because the human visual system is less sensitive to colour detail than luminance
detail. The encoder has two modes of operation. The intraframe mode realizes
compression within one frame, in the spatial dimension only. Compression in the
temporal direction is disabled. This mode is used for coding the first frame in a scene
and for resetting the prediction loop. The interframe mode, in addition to compression
within one frame, also realizes compression between consecutive frames. The previous
decoded frame is motion compensated and then used as a prediction for the current
frame.

5.3 Video Codec One: Multi-level Fractal Block Coding

Simulations of multi-level fractal block coding in Chapter 3 and 4 demonstrated that
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fractal block coding is a promising coding scheme for individual images. We now want
to introduce it to a video compression application. A video codec using multi-level
fractal block coding is presented and simulation results are given. The proposed video
codec is basically an intra-codec which means interframe correlations are not
exploited. This will be discussed and explained later.

Fig. 5-2 Video Codec One: Pure Fractal Block Coding Techniques

When applied to video coding, we only need to code parts with significant movement
instead of coding the whole of each image in a sequence. In typical head and shoulder
video sequences, only the head and shoulder parts are moving from frame to frame.
The background often remains virtually unchanged. We refer to the parts of the
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picture with detected movement as fo re g r o u n d

im a g e ,

and this is the part which will

be coded by multi-level fractal block coding. The background image is left uncoded.
ii

The proposed video codec illustrated in Figure 5-2 is a direct application of multi-level
fractal block coding scheme. Its coder is basically an intra-frame codec which is mainly
comprised of the following:

- Foreground Image Creation
- Buffer Control
- Multi-level Fractal Block Coding of Foreground Image
- Quantization

53.1 Generation of Foreground Image

Foreground image is comprised of 16x16 size blocks of the new frame which are
significantly different from that of the previous frame. If the mean square error of a
16x16 block of the difference between the corresponding new frame and the previous
frame is bigger than an error threshold, the 16x16 block of the new sequence is
considered as significantly different and it becomes part of the fo re g r o u n d

im a g e .

By

choosing a 16x16 block size in foreground generation, we can exploit the affine-blockwise self-similarity of head and shoulder video sequences at target block sizes of 8x8
and 4 x 4 .
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5 3 .2 Buffer Control

According to the size o f

th e fo re g ro u n d im a g e

and the availability of data bandwidth,

a buffer control mechanism is used to decide the target block size levels and allocate
the number of target blocks for corresponding levels. In case of a shortage of data
bandwidth, more blocks are coded at larger target block sizes while more smaller
target blocks are used when we have sufficient bit rate available. Under this buffer
control scheme, the bits available are used to the fullest extent. Because of the buffer
control mechanism introduced, the setting of a threshold for higher level target block
size is totally omitted by simply choosing the amount of best coded target blocks at
that level decided by buffer control.

The detailed buffer control algorithm is as follows:
Assuming we have following information
BitsAvail

( Calculated from the available transmission rate)

ForeSize

( Number of

BPB 4

( Bits per block for target block size 4 x 4 )

BPB 8

( Bits per block for target block size

4x4 block in foreground image)

8

x 8)

4x4 level)

( Number of target blocks coded at

N8

( Number of target blocks coded at 8 x 8 level)

BPBS

,4

0055

N4

B its A v a i?

, \N aV

F o re S iz e t

BPB4
1

N 8 and N 4 change according the transmission bitrate and the size of the foreground
image. The strategy is to code the maximum number of blocks at a lower target level
so as to produce the best quality.

5.3.3 Decoder

Decoding is exactly the same as still image decoding. Decoding convergence normally
needs only about 2 iterations. That’s because we have a pretty good starting image
which is close to the next sequence. The proposed video codec remains asymmetric
with coding more computationally costly than decoding.

5.4 Comparison with H.261

Our video codec is basically an intra-codec which means inter-frame correlation is not
exploited. In our scheme, image self-similarity is searched within the foreground
image. The reason for this is that image affine-block-wise self-similarity exists in the
very local area of a target block in the foreground image which still contains mainly
head and shoulder parts. Therefore it is unnecessary to use library blocks from
previous frames which requires more memory. The advantage of this is that the
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foreground image could be generated without referring to other frames. The
disadvantage of this is that the bit rate requirement remains high.

In the CCITT H.261 video codec, motion prediction plays an important part in
removing inter-frame redundancies. DCT coding the difference image after motion
prediction allows us to achieve a low bit rate with good image quality.

However motion prediction can’t be introduced into our video codec. The reason for
this is that a fractal codec is only suitable for coding images of natural scenes. The
difference image after motion prediction is no longer a natural image, so does not
exhibit self-similarity.

It would be nice if we could just keep the motion of corresponding target blocks and
library blocks instead of sending a whole group of codes for a target block. It seems
possible at first glance. However, if you analyse in detail, you will find that it is not
possible. First, we recall fractal decoding starting from a uniform greytone image.
Each target block uses the corresponding library block to transform and cover itself.
However this library block possibly contains four smaller target blocks which are
covered by different library blocks from different parts of the image. Therefore a
target block has a connection with possibly many library blocks. To trace the motion
of a target block itself is not difficult However, tracing the motion of a library block
results in tracing motion vectors of many other related library blocks. In conclusion,
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removing redundancies by tracing the motion vector of a target block and its library
block is not practical.

Coding a target block on an incoming new sequence by using library blocks
from previous frames is not a viable operation for fractal coding. A fractal block
coding scheme is supposed to exploit self-similarity. Decoding is done without using
any information out of the coded image. Removing interframe redundancies can be
better done by motion compensation techniques[41,42].

5.5 Simulations of Video Codec One

Our simulations are carried out on the

QCIF(176x 144) greyscale "Miss America" and

"Salesman" images which are typical head and shoulder test sequences. Since these
head and shoulder images are so condensed, the smallest target block size is set at

4x4 which will give good image quality in the high frequency areas. The largest target
block size is chosen as

8x8 which is used for the smoother areas of face and shoulder.

Hence, their corresponding library sizes have to be chosen as

8x8 and 16x16.

Figure 5-3 shows four frames of the original quarter CIF sequence of "Miss America".
Reconstructed frames of "Miss America" are shown in Figure 5-4.
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A frame rate of 10 frame/s is chosen for all the simulations of the two video codecs.
When coding "Miss America" using video codec one, a transmission rate of 96 kbit/s
is achieved with average SNR of 36.3 dB.

Figure 5-5 shows four frames of the original quarter CIF sequence of "Salesman".
Reconstructed frames of "Salesman" are shown in Figure 5-6. A transmission rate of
192 kbit/s is achieved with average SNR of 30.6 dB. We notice that simulation results
for "Miss America" are much better than that of "Salesman" even at half the bit rate.
The reason for this is that "Salesman" images are much more complicated than "Miss
America" images.
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*

Fig. 5-3 Four Frames of The Original QCIF "Miss America" Video
Sequence at 10 frames/s
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Fig. 5-4 "Miss America" Video Sequence Coded
By Video Codec One at 96 Kbit/s
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Fig. 5-5 Four Frames of The Original QCIF "Salesman" Video
Sequence at 10 frames/s
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5.6 Video Codec Two: Fractal block Coding and DCT
The proposed video codec with combination of DCT with fractal block coding
techniques is shown in Figure 5-7.
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FBC"

T

0

BUFFER

FBC'
I
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Fig. 5-7 Video Codec Two: Hybrid DCT/Fractal Block Coding
DIFF

= foreground image

l/(N x N )D IF F = a subsampled version of DIFF
FBC

= fractal block coding 1/4DIFF

FBC1

= fractal decoding with zooming

DELTA

= difference image of DIFF and FBC ' 1

DCT

= discrete cosine transform

IDCT

= inverse discrete cosine transform

VLC

= variable length coding

VLC1

= variable length decoding
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5.7 Simulations of Video Codec Two

These simulations are also carried out on Q d F (1 7 6 x l4 4 ) greyscale "Miss America"
and "Salesman" head and shoulder test sequences.

The reconstructed sequence of "Miss America" coded at bit rate 96 kbit/s is shown in
Figure 5-8 with average SNR of 37.53 dB.

Figure 5-9 shows the reconstructed sequence of "Miss America" coded at bit rate of
64 kbit/s. The average SNR is 35.8 dB.

Figure 5-10 shows the reconstructed "Sales" sequence at 192 kbit/s with a SNR of
32.38 dB. The reconstructed "Sales" sequence coded at 128 kbit/s with a SNR of 30.76
dB, is shown in Figure 5-11.

These simulations show that video codec two can achieve a lower bit rate than video
codec one. Video codec two is closer to symmetric which is more suited for real time
video telephony applications. Video codec one is better suited for offline applications.
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Fig. 5-8 "Miss America" Video Sequence Coded
By Video Codec Two at
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96

kbit/s

Fig. 5-9 "Miss America" Video Sequence Coded
By Video Codec Two at 64 kbit/s
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Fig. 5-10 "Salesman" Video Sequence Coded
By Video Codec Two at 192 kbit/s
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Fig. 5-11 "Salesman" Video Sequence Coded
By Video Codec Two at 128 kbit/s
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Discussion

6.1 Conclusions

Barnsley and Sloan [4] first proposed the idea of image compression by fractal
techniques. Their coding scheme is based on the collage theorem with iterated
function systems. For an arbitrary black-and-white image, we try to find a group of
affine transformations on the original image and cover on the original image
reasonably well. As long as the cover is good enough, the collage theorem with
iterated function systems guarantees that the iterated sequence provides a good
approximation to the original image. For an arbitrary black-and-white image, this turns
out to be a very complicated optimisation problem which can’t be managed even by
the most powerful computer available at present.

To realise a practical application to a colour image, the image is first broken into
segments by traditional image processing techniques such as colour separation, edge
detection, spectrum analysis and texture-variation techniques. For each segment, we
look it up in a library of fractals. This fractal library contains IFS codes for each
fractal image instead of holding the actual fractal image. The library is organized in
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such a way that IFS codes which generate similar fractal images are grouped together.
When each segment finds its corresponding IFS codes in the library, the IFS codes are
kept instead of the original image information. These IFS codes can be used to iterate
to generate the approximation of the original image.

Barnsley’s fractal coding scheme is a very complicated one which requires complex
image processing techniques and needs a library of fractal codes for different kinds of
segments. The system sounds feasible but practical realisation is a non-trivial task.

Jacquin’s fractal block coding scheme is a practical new coding technique which can
compresses image data in an automated manner. Image redundancies are removed by
exploiting block-wise self-similarity. Unlike Barnsley’s scheme, image processing and
a library of fractals are not necessary.

The foundation theory for fractal block coding is the collage theorem on image space
which is the extension of the collage theorem with IFS. Arbitrary digital greytone
images are modelled as fixed points of contractive transformations on the image space.
The transformation coefficients are used to iterate successively from any initial image
to a fixed point which is close to the original image.

In Jacquin’s fractal block coding, the image is first partitioned into two sizes
of non-overlapping square blocks. Smaller square blocks are called target blocks while
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the larger ones are called library blocks. For each target block, we search through
these library blocks to find a library block which can be transformed to cover the
target block well. The address of the library block which gives the best cover is kept
together with other transformation codes.

During coding each target block, library blocks are taken from the original image.
After all the target blocks are coded, the information of these library blocks is no
longer needed at the receiver end. W e simply keep all these fractal codes and transmit
these codes through the channel. A t the receiver end, these fractal codes are used to
iterate on any initial image which generates a sequence of images converging to an
approximation of the original image.

In this dissertation, a multi-level fractal block coding scheme is proposed. This idea
lies in the fact that in natural images block-wise self-similarity does not necessarily
happen at one scale. It is more efficient to use a different target block size to code
image parts with different complexity.

In multi-level fractal block coding, smoother areas are coded with a larger target block
size while finer details areas are coded with smaller target blocks. The scheme is able
to adjust the size of target block adaptively according to the scale of self-similarity
occurring among the image to be coded.
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By exploiting image self-similarity at different target block size levels, self-similarity
in natural images is exploited to a further extent Therefore a lower bit rate can be
achieved by this scheme. At each higher level, a threshold is set. Those target blocks
which can’t be coded under the specified thresholds are to be coded at lower coding
level. With the control of error thresholds for different coding levels, we can make a
tradeoff between bit rate and image quality.

In order to reach low bit rate coding, we hope more blocks can be coded at a higher
target block size level. In our simulations, we find that image parts with fine details
and especially sharp edges, are difficult to code at a higher target block size level
which results in annoying "staircase" effects. This is due to the failure to find a good
library block that gives a satisfactory match after exhaustive searching through all the
library blocks.

In previous implementations of fractal block coding, redundancies are removed by
exploiting block-wise self-similarity. Self-similarity is searched for between a target
block and library blocks which are both of square shape. In this dissertation, we
introduce the removal of affine-block-wise self-similarity which includes square-blockwise self-similarity as a special case.

In the new scheme, the library blocks are not necessarily square blocks. They can be
affinely distorted square blocks in both x and y directions. By taking into account
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different orientations and affine transformations of square library blocks, the library
is substantially enriched thus increasing the chance of finding a library block for a
good match at a higher coding level.

In a previous implementation of fractal block coding[20], the "Lena" image of 512x512
pixels with

8

bits per pixel was coded at 0.5 bpp with a SNR of 30.8 dB. The

simulation result of our proposed multi-level fractal block coding with affine-blockwise self-similarity gives 0.52 bpp at 34.34 dB.

Fractal block coding has the reputation of computational complexity in encoding thus
inhibiting it from real-time application. Since fractal decoding is very fast, it is possible
to apply fractal techniques to offline coding applications like image information
retrieval. The other problem with encoding is that the coding time required is
uncertain. The only decision to abort searching is immediately after a satisfactory
library block is found. If computational complexity can be reduced significantly, the
fractal block coding technique will have wider applications in image compression
areas.

One practical way of reducing coding complexity is to classify library blocks into
certain number of categories like edge blocks, midrange blocks and plane blocks. For
each target block, we first identify the category it belongs to and then search the
corresponding group of library blocks. Thus time can be saved by avoiding wasting
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time trying disimilar library blocks. With the limitation of classification techniques, we
still have a large number of library blocks to try for coding each target block.
Although part of the search effort is relieved, coding still remains computationally
costly.

In this dissertation, we propose a very fast coding scheme which can bring fractal
block coding technique closer to real-time applications. In previous implementations
of the fractal block coding, searching through a large number of library blocks has
always been required to obtain a library block that gives a good match. Such a library
block is found somewhere in the original image. Simulations have shown that using
target blocks in the very near region only will result in unacceptable subjective image
quality. But a very efficient coding scheme is realised in this dissertation by exploiting
affine-block-wise self-similarity between a target block and the library blocks which
have the target blocks at one of its comers. With the application of affine-block-wise
self-similarity, correlations between a target block and its local area library blocks are
well exploited. The promising simulations have shown that affine-block-wise self
similarity do exist between a target block and its very close neighbourhood.

This new strategy towards library blocks has brought about two important advantages.
Firstly, since similarity is searched in the very local area which use four square library
blocks and its associated affine-square-block pieces, coding complexity is tremendously
reduced. Secondly, since the library block we use for each target block is in the veiy
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immediate neighbourhood, many bits used previously for describing the library address
are saved. Simulation shows that "Lena" (512x480 at 8 bpp) can be coded at 0.35 bpp
with a SNR of 31.4 dB.

We have also studied the relationship between image resolution and choice of target
block size. We have discovered the equivalence of image resolution and target block
size. Simulations have demonstrated that coding an image at a higher resolution with
a big target block size is approximately equivalent to coding a small version of image
with smaller target block size. We use fractal block coding to give a high quality low
resolution image. We then use fractal zooming to give a higher resolution image. The
high frequency information in the higher resolution image can be compensated by
discrete cosine transform coding. "Lena" (512x480 at 8 bpp) is coded at 0.20 bpp with
a SNR of 30.5 dB.

The direct application of our still image codec to video compression shows that the
results for a video codec using fractal block coding technique are also promising. With
the further improvement of coding efficiency in the future, it can be applied to real
time digital video compression. Our simulation on QCIF "Miss America" at frame rate
10

frame/s shows that a bit rate of 128 kbit/s with good image quality can be achieved.
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6.2 Discussions for Future Work

The fractal block coding technique is relatively new compared with other image
compression techniques. JPEG for still image coding is pushing the limit of its
capabilities while fractal image compression techniques can go further. The simulation
results presented in this dissertation have demonstrated that fractal block coding
technique is a very promising compression scheme. Further reduction in bit rate and
improvements in coding/decoding efficiency can be achieved. We will discuss some
possible ways of improving our present scheme. The fractal block coding technique can
be applied to object-oriented analysis-synthesis coding for very low bit rate video
compression.

6.2.1 Triangular Partition

In fractal block coding, image target blocks are of square shape. In our multi
level scheme, the image is encoded at different target square block sizes. If a bigger
block fails to be coded at the higher target block level it will be split and attempted
to be coded at a lower target block level. The final coded image is a combination of
different sizes of square blocks.
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We think that it should be more efficient to combine different shapes to give image
partitions to generate target blocks. Instead of square image partitions, we can employ
a triangular partition.

We can start off with square target blocks and then use

triangular splitting. A t the same splitting level, the size of a triangular piece is bigger
than the square shape piece. If a bigger piece can be coded at a higher level, a lower
bit rate can be achieved. With block-based coding, a blocking effect is inevitable at low
bit rates. With triangular partition, we can improve subjective image quality by taking
advantage of the fact that human visual system is less sensitive to distortion in the
diagonal direction.

6.2.2 Splitting Strategies

In the multi-level scheme presented in this dissertation, a target block at a higher level
has to be split into four lower level target blocks if it fails to be coded within the
threshold of that corresponding level. It is quite possible that serious distortion on one
or two of the smaller target blocks results in the failure of the whole target block to
be coded within the threshold. Part of the larger blocks which are well coded do not
have to be coded at a lower level.

This may be better done by checking the coding results of the combinations of the
four smaller square pieces. Those combinations which are well coded form a new
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I

shape of the target piece which is a combination of square shapes instead of a single
square block piece. Only the parts not well coded are to be coded at a lower coding
level. The shape of the irregular target blocks are considered as coded within the
threshold of corresponding coding levels. The shape of the irregular piece coded is
kept together with the other transformations.

The combination of these target blocks has a bigger image size than each small square
target block size. The bigger the irregular target block coded at a higher level, the
lower the bit rate we achieve.

6 .2 3

Coding Efficiency

Coding efficiency is of great concern in our future research as it is crucial for real time
applications. There are some possible ways which can be examined in the future to
improve image coding efficiency.

One improvement we can make on our present scheme is to have some initial image
analysis on the target block to be coded. The finer the detail in the target block size,
the more difficult it is to code it at a higher level. We can make an initial decision of
splitting depending on the complexity of the target block to be coded. If a target block
is quite complicated, one can try to code it at a lower level. A target piece can be
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simply coded by the its average greylevel when it is detected as a smooth piece. By
these strategies, time is saved by avoiding trying out in vain the library blocks together
with all those combinations of isometric transformations.

6.2.4 Decoding Efficiency

In our scheme of decoding, we iterate on an arbitrary image and generate a sequence
of images converging to an approximate image of the original one. Decoding usually
takes about 5 iterations to get a reconstructed image. A fast non-iterative decoding
algorithm is proposed in [21]. It is shown in the scheme that decoding efficiency can
be significantly improved by introducing a modification providing an iteration-free
decoder. The coding results are not affected by this modification. The new decoding
algorithm requires only 1 multiplication and 3 additions per pixel. Further
investigations should be carried out in the future to see whether this fast decoding
scheme can be combined with our proposed fast coding scheme.

6.2.5 Application in Future Video Codec

In our current scheme of video coding, frame to frame temporal redundancies are not
exploited. To have a more efficient video coding, we need to exploit temporal
redundancies fully. We are considering the combination of our fractal block coding
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with objected-oriented analysis-synthesis coding[44,45] based on the source model of
moving 2-D and 3-D objects which is a promising video coding method for very low
bit rate video telephony applications.

In the H.261 video coding scheme, each image of a sequence is usually subdivided into
blocks of TV X //p ictu re elements and the luminance and chrominance signals of each
block are encoded by motion compensated predictive and transform coding algorithms.
Thus an image is described by independently moving square blocks which can lead to
visible distortions known as blocking and mosquito effects of low bit rate codecs. To
avoid these image distortions more appropriate source models for describing the
image have to be introduced. Object-oriented analysis-synthesis coding subdivides each
image into objects of different motion. Each object is described by three sets of
parameters, namely shape, motion and colour parameters. The latter consists of the
luminance and the chrominance information of an object Objects which comply with
the underlying source model are synthesized from previously transmitted colour
parameters. The objects which fail the model colour parameters are called model
failure areas which are to be coded by intra-frame coding techniques.

We are very interested in applying our fast fractal block coding to model failure
objects. Efficient coding of model failure areas is of great importance to very low bit
rate coding. A t present model failure areas are coded by vector quantization
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techniques. Since, in head and shoulder video telephony applications, these model
failure objects are mainly parts of hair, mouth and eyes which are parts of natural
images, these model failure objects can be well coded by the fractal block coding
technique.
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Appendix

APPENDIX A:
DISTORTION AND FIDELITY METRICS
The following distortion and fidelity metrics are defined in terms of the discrete
functions/fty,) and g (x ,y ) that represent the original and reconstructed

m xn

respectively. They are defined for integer values of x and y where 0 <

x < m

< y

images

< n.

Distortion metrics
• Mean-Square Error:
MSE - - ¿ E E

^f ( x , y ) - g ( x , y ) ) 2

• Normalized Mean-Square Error:
m -1

ji-1

E E

( f(x,y)-g(x,y))2

NMSE - x'° y~°
--------------------m-1 n -1

E E

(f(x,y))2

x-o y -o

• Root Mean-Square Error:
RMS - iM S E

• Peak Mean-Square Error:
PMSE -

A2

where A =
1

m a x im u m p o s s ib le v a lu e o ff( x ,y ) .

and 0

Fidelity metrics

• MSE-based Signal-to-Noise Ratio:

3N R **«

S N R e x p re s s e d

"

'nmse

in decibels:
- 1 0 l o g 10(S2WR) dB

RMS-based Signal-to-Noise Ratio:

SNRIaa - s[SNRi

P eak S ig n al-to-N oise Ratio:

P S N R mse “

2

pMSE

